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Abstract 
Clustering algorithms are useful in data mining of numerical data. Large 
databases are often distributed but there has been relatively little research work 
for the clustering problem when data are distributed at different locations. In 
this paper, we proposed three distributed clustering algorithms, which aim to 
apply the processing directly on the data that are distributed in the network, 
without the necessity of redistribution of the data. As a result, our algorithms 
should be feasible on networks even with slow connection such as the Internet. 
The proposed algorithms are distributed A:-Means, Grid /c-Means and dis-
tributed DBSCAN, which are shown by experiments to have good performance 
in both computational and communication costs. The Grid /c-means is shown to 
be more efficient than the tradition /c-Means clustering even for non-distributed 
environment. The distributed DBSCAN method produces a much more concise 
representation for the clusters compared to the original DBSCAN method and 
it returns clusters of equally high quality with much more efficient computation. 
Therefore, these techniques can also be used in a non-distributed environment 
to enhance K-Means or DBSCAN. 
We further investigate the possibility of distributed clustering on different 
types of data. We modify the distributed K-Means to be used on clustering 
ii 
documents and evaluate the result quality and efficiency of several approaches 
of document clustering. To increase the flexibility of the system, we use the 
mobile agent platform Grasshopper to implement our project and we show that 
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In recent years, there has been great interest in the mining of useful knowledge 
from a large amount of data. Existing large databases are often distributed, so 
that the data set is not located at one centralized site. For example, with the 
development of the Internet, we can connect the databases located at different 
countries by the Internet to establish a worldwide database system. Users are 
able to easily access data throughout the whole world. However, there are diffi-
culties due to the huge amount of data available and the bandwidth and stability 
of the network. Collecting all data in a single location is unrealistic because of 
the storage requirement and the high communication cost. If the users are in-
terested only about the summary or the analysis of the data, collecting all data 
may be a waste of communication time. 
Clustering is a common data mining technique to provide an analysis of a 
huge amount of raw data. So it will be very useful if we can apply clustering 
directly on the data that is located at different locations, without collecting all 
data into a single site, to save the unnecessary communication cost. 
There have been research works on distributed data mining and parallel clus-
tering. However, very few of them focused on the distributed clustering algo-
rithm. 
1 
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Figure 1.1: Parallel Clustering based on the shared-storage architecture 
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Figure 1.2: Distributed Clustering based on the shared-nothing architecture 
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In this thesis we propose several clustering algorithms in the distributed en-
vironment. The three algorithms are Distributed K-means, grid K-means and 
Distributed DBSCAN. We assume data can be treated as multi-dimensional vec-
tors, and we are interested to find a partitioning of the data into clusters, such 
that data points within a cluster are close together while data points from two 
different clusters are far apart. There have been a large number of algorithms 
for clustering, among them we examine two different approaches. One is the k-
means method which has wide acceptance and the other is DBSCAN which can 
handle clusters of irregular shapes and also noisy data. Our proposed distributed 
mechanisms are targeted at these two different interpretations of clustering. 
Besides handling data in numerical format, we have modified one of our dis-
tributed algorithm for document clustering. As a result we are able to perform 
the document clustering directly on the Internet without gathering all docu-
ments. The algorithm can be applied to the search engine, database selection 
and other related problems in Information Retrieval. 
In recent years, the development of mobile agents application advances rapidly. 
We have implemented our algorithms using the mobile agents Grasshopper. It 
helps extending the flexibility of our system. 
1.1 Clustering 
Because of the fast technological progress, the amount of information that is 
stored in databases is rapidly increasing. Finding the valuable information hid-
den in those databases is a difficult task. Cluster analysis is one of the basic data 
mining techniques which is often applied in analysing large data sets. 
Besides numerical data, we can apply the clustering techniques on other data 
format such as document or multimedia format. The commonly used method 
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is that we extract some of the features from the original data and turn them 
into numerical data format (such as the number of appearances of a term in a 
document, or the number of pixels of a colour of an image). We call the numerical 
form of these data feature vectors. The clustering technique will be applied on 
those feature vectors. Some modification may be required from the original 
clustering algorithm to make them suitable for the different data format. 
1.2 Mobile Agent 
Mobile agent is an interesting concept in network and software development. It 
enables the mobility of the tiny programs for any specified jobs. Since it allows 
software agents to move between different systems and to execute various tasks 
in the process, it increases the flexibility and the compatibility in the distributed 
environment. 
In our project, we use a mobile agent platform Grasshopper [12] for our 
implementation. It shows the flexibility of the mobile agent platform: we can 
apply our system on the machines without having our system pre-installed. 
1.3 Contribution 
To solve the problem of large communication cost of collecting data on the In-
ternet, we propose the distributed clustering. The idea of it is that we can apply 
the clustering mechanisms within the distributed environment directly without 
the necessity of collecting the data onto a single machine. There are two main 
benefits for our distributed clustering algorithm: 
1. We can share the workload of the clustering algorithm among several ma-
chines, thus shorten the process time. 
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2. The communication cost can be greatly reduced compared to centralized 
computation. 
The parallel clustering approach has the first advantage above. However, 
most of the parallel clustering researches are based on the memory or storage 
sharing architecture, and they fail to save communication cost. 
For document clustering, we use feature vectors as the representations of the 
documents, which is a well known method. We will show how we apply our 
distributed clustering algorithm on the documents. 
1.4 Outline of this Thesis 
Here is the layout of this thesis. We mention some related researches and the 
background knowledge in Chapter 2. In Chapter 3 we propose our two distributed 
clustering algorithm, distributed K-Means and Grid K-Means that are based 
on the K-Means clustering. There is evaluation of the effectiveness and the 
efficiency about the two algorithms compared with the standard K-Means. We 
introduce another distributed clustering algorithm distributed DBSCAN with 
the experimental result in Chapter 4. 
In Chapter 5 we describe how we applied our clustering algorithm for docu-
ments. In Chapter 6, we explain why we use the agent platform for implemen-




In this section we briefly describe the related researches. They included the fol-
lowing topics: clustering algorithms, parallel clustering, distributed data mining 
and document clustering. 
2.1 Clustering 
Clustering is a widely used tool in exploratory pattern analysis, whose goal is 
to find natural groupings in a data set. Most of the clustering algorithms apply 
to numerical data. There are a large number of clustering algorithms, we only 
show some of them below: 
2.1.1 K-Means Clustering 
With this approach we require the number of clusters as an input parameter, 
given by k. The purpose of A;-Means Clustering [7] is to minimize the distance 
criterion. We can divide the fc-Means process into two phases. In the initializa-
tion, k data points are picked randomly as the initial centroids of clusters. The 
centroid of a cluster is the mean vector of the data vectors in the cluster. In the 
6 
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Ci set of data points that is assigned to the z-th cluster 
Ci.m mean of the i-th cluster, that is, the mean vector of data in Ci 
Xj the j-th. data point 
refinement, each data point is assigned to the nearest centroid, and new centroids 
are computed by the means of the data points assigned. The refinement will be 
repeated until the centroids do not change any more. Figure 2.1 (quoted from 
4]) shows the intermediate process of K-Means clustering. 
Algorithm 2.1 Kmeans 
1 input: k, a set of data points D 
2 select k data points as the centroids c .^m of clusters Ci, 1 < i < k 
3 Repeat 
4 clear all Xi for each Cj 
5 for each data Xi G D, assign Xi to cj where cj.m is the nearest centroid to Xi 
6 for each cluster c^ , compute new c”m by the means of all Xj e Ci 
7 Until all Ci no longer changes 
Distance Criterion: E t i Ex.ec. distance(ci.m, x^) 
參 • 
Figure 2.1: The K-Means Clustering 
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2.1.2 A more efficient K-Means Clustering Algorithm 
A naive /c-means algorithm requires a time complexity of the product of the 
number of data points and k in each iteration. A more efficient algorithm is 
proposed in [13] that uses a pre-built kd-tree to enhance the K-Means clustering 
performance. 
At first, a kd-tree is built for storing all data vectors. Next the centroids of 
/c-means are used to search the tree in a depth first manner. At each tree node, 
we determine the set of mean vectors (centroids) that can be assigned as the 
nearest centroids to data vectors stored under the node. That is, the centroids 
far from the data vectors are pruned, and the pruning is done according to some 
geometrical constraints. The mechanism has some similarities to the nearest 
neighbor search of an R-tree [20]. When the number of mean vectors is reduced 
to one at a tree node, there is no need of further search down the node, since 
we have essentially assigned all the data under the node to the particular mean 
vector. In this manner the computation at each iteration of the fc-means approach 
can be reduced. 
2.1.3 K-Medoids Clustering Algorithms 
In these clustering algorithms, instead of finding the mean vector values as the 
centroids of the cluster, we determine a special object data as the representive for 
each cluster, this representation object is called a medoid. It is meant to be the 
most centrally located object within the cluster. Once the medoids are selected, 
similar to K-Means clustering, other objects are grouped with the medoid to 
which it is closest to. 
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P A M 
The PAM(Partitioning Around Medoids) [16] is the basic clustering technique 
that applied the medoids concepts. There is the algorithms of the PAM for 
finding k clusters: 
1. Select k representative objects arbitrarily. 
2. Compute total cost change TCih for all pairs of objects 0“ Oh where Oi is 
currently selected as medoid and Oh is not. 
3. Select the pair 0“ Oh which corresponds to mino„OhTCih' If the minimum 
TCih is negative, replace Oi with Oh and go back to step 2. 
4. Otherwise, for each non-selected object, find the most similar representative 
object. Halt. 
Where TCih = X^j Cjih. The calculation of the Cjhi (cost change of Oj when 
swapping Oi, Oh) is depends on different situation as described in citepam. 
C L A R A 
CLARA (Clustering large applications) [17] is a sampling technique based the 
PAM clustering algorithm. It draws multiple samples of the data set, and applies 
PAM algorithm on each of the sample, and gives the best clustering as the output. 
The advantage of C L A R A is that it can deal with larger data sets than PAM. 
The disadvantage is that the efficiency depends on the sample size and the result 
of the sample clustering may be biased. 
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C L A R A N S 
CLARANS(Clustering Large Applications based on RANdomized Search) [26. 
draws samples to search a local optimised solution using PAM. It gives a graph 
abstraction on the clustering algorithm. The process of finding k medoids can 
be viewed as searching though a graph. Given n data objects, in the graph, a 
node is represented by a set of k object C U , … C U , intuitively indicating that 
Omi,…，Omk are the selected medoids. 
The set of nodes in the graph is all possible combinations of A;-subsets of the 
n data object set. There is an edge between node = and node 
S2 = Oyjk if and only if n 5*21 = k - 1. 
There are two parameters of the algorithm CLARANS: numlocal and maxneighhor. 
Maxneighbor indicates number of neighbors that CLARANS will search of a 
lower cost, where numlocal indicates the number of the local optimals that will 
be found. 
Algorithm C L A R A N S : 
1. Input parameters numlocal and maxneighbor. 
2. Set current to be an arbitrary node in Gn,k 
3. Set j to 1 
4. Consider a random neighbour S of current, and based on TC," = X；, C ju 
calculate the cost difference of the two nodes. 
5. If S has a lower cost, set current to S, and go to step 3 
6. Otherwise, increment j by 1. If j < maxneighbor, go to step 4 
7. Otherwise, when j > maxneighbor, compare the cost of current with 
—麵St. If the former is less than mincost to the cost of current, and set 
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n 劣 < 7 > A A . A 
Figure 2.2: Dengogram of the hierarchical clustering 
bestnode to current 
8. increment i by 1. If i > numlocal, output bestnode and halt. Otherwise, 
go to step 2 
2.1.4 Linkage-based Methods 
The linkage-based methods [2] are also known as hierarchical clusterings. There 
are two basic approaches of the hierarchical clustering: agglomerative and di-
visive. The agglomerative approach is the commonly used approach for the 
linkage-based methods. It starts with all elements as individual clusters. At 
each intermediate iteration, two nearest clusters will be merged and form a new 
cluster. The process will be repeated until there is only one cluster left. The tree 
that graphically displays the merging process and the intermediate clusters is 
called dendogram. Figure 2.2 shows an example of the dendogram of ten points 
being merged into one cluster. The divisive approach is a top-down approach 
starting from one, all-inclusive cluster and one cluster is splitted at each step. 
The advantage of the linkage-based methods is that it requires no parameter 
for the clustering. The users can get the detail information of clustering result by 
refering to the dendogram. By the different definitions of the distance between 
dusters, there are several clustering approaches of the linkage-based algorithm. 
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Figure 2.3: Example of the single linkage clustering 
1. Single-linkage The distance between two clusters is defined as the dis-
tance of the two nearest points among two clusters. Figure 2.3 (quoted from [4]) 
shows an example of the single-linkage clustering. 
2. Complete-linkage 
The distance between two clusters is defined as the distance of the two data 
points with the longest distance among the two clusters. 
3. Average-linkage 
The distance between two clusters is defined as the average distance between all 
pairs of data points between the two clusters. 
4. Centroid-linkage 
The distance between two clusters is defined as the distance of centroids of the 
two clusters. 
However, there are several disadvantages of the linkage-based methods. The 
first disadvantage is that the time complexity is high when comparing to K-
Means clustering. Besides, the linkage-clustering gets the chaining problem that 
is propensity to cluster together individuals linked by a chain of intermediates. 
It also may be biased to find spherical clusters. 
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2.1.5 BIRCH 
BIRCH (Balanced and Iterative Reducing and Clustering using Hierarchies) 
builds a CF tree that utilizes the main memory for the hierarchical clustering. 
The main idea of BIRCH is based on the notion of a clustering feature (CF) and 
a CF tree. The CF of a cluster of data points is represented by three numbers N, 
LS, SS where N is number of points in the cluster, LS is the linear sum of the 
points and <5 is the sum of squares of the points. A CF tree is a height-balanced 
tree that contains not a single data point in the leaf node but a subcluster which 
absorbs many data points with diameter under a threshold T. A nonleaf node 
in the CF tree represents a cluster made up of all the subclusters represented by 
its child nodes. At each node in the CF tree the sum of the CF vectors of the 
data points in the subtree are recorded for the hierarchical clustering. 
Here are the steps of BIRCH. 
1. Load into memory the data and build a CF tree 
2. Building a smaller CF tree (optional) 
3. Global clustering 
4. Cluster refining (optional) 
Phases 1-2 produce a condensed representation of the data. Phases 3-4 apply 
a separate agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm directly to the leafs of 
the CF-tree using the CF vectors. Figure 2.4 (quoted from [4]) shows how the 
data is built on a CF-Tree and condensed for the clustering. The following are 
the steps to insert a point x into an CF tree. 
Insertion algorithm for inserting a point x into on C F tree 
1. Find the closest leaf b 
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Figure 2.4: Builds and condenses CF-Tree for the clustering 
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Figure 2.5: The Definition of DBSCAN 
2. If X fits in b, insert x in b, otherwise split b 
3. Modify the path for b 
4. If tree is too large, condense the tree by merging the closest leaves 
2.1.6 DBSCAN 
The advantages of DBSCAN over the /c-Means method are that it is able to find 
clusters of highly irregular shapes, and there is no need to define the number 
of clusters. The key idea of DBSCAN[6] is that for each point of a cluster the 
neighborhood within a given radius ( E p s ) has to contain at least a minimum 
number of points (MinPts) , that is, the cardinality of the neighborhood has to 
exceed some threshold. A point p is directly density-reachable from a point 
q if (1) The distance between them is smaller than Eps, and (2) The number of 
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Eps-neighbors of q is equal to or greater than MinPts. 
A point p is dens i ty - reachab le from a point q if there is a chain of points 
Pi，.",Pn,Pi = (hPn = P such that Pi is direct density-reachable from pi+i. A 
point p is d e n s i t y - c o n n e c t e d to a point q if there is a point o such that both p 
and q are density-reachable from o. There are two kinds of points: if a point p 
have MinPts or more neighbors in its Eps-neighborhood, we call it a c o r e po int . 
Otherwise it is a non-core point. If a non-core point is density-reachable from 
another core point, we call it a border po in t , otherwise it is a no ise po int . 
We illustrate these definitions in figure 2.5 (quoted from [4]). 
A cluster C is a non-empty subset of D satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) for all pairs of points p, q, if p is in C and q is density-reachable from p, then 
q is in C. (2) for all pairs of points p, q that are in C , p is density-connected to 
To find a cluster, DBSCAN starts with an arbitrary point p in the database 
D and retrieves all points of D which are density-reachable from p with respect 
to Eps and MinPts. If p is a core point, this procedure yields a cluster. If p is 
a non-core point, then no points are density-reachable from p, and p is assigned 
to a set of noise points. Note that such non-core points may still be selected to 
be part of some cluster since it may be density-reachable from a core-point. The 
retrieval of density-reachable points is performed by successive region queries. 
Such queries can be supported by efficient spatial access methods such as the 
/T-trees [28 . 
Algorithm 2.2 DBSCAN 
1 DBSCAN(SetOfPoints, Eps, MinPts) 
2 Clusterld := nextid(NOISE); 
3 For i From 1 To SetOfPoints.size Do 
4 Point := SetOfPoints.get(i) 
5 If Point.ClId = UNCLASSIFIED 
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6 If ExpandCluster(SetOfPoints, Point, Clusterld, Eps, MinPts) then 




Algorithm 2.3 ExpandCluster 
1 ExpandCluster(SetOfPoints, Points, Clld，Eps, MinPts) 
2 seeds := SetOfPoints.regionQuery(Point, Eps) 
3 SetOfPoints.regionQuery (seeds, Clld) 
4 Return False 
5 else 
6 SetOfPoints.changeClIds(seeds, Clld) 
7 seeds.delete(Point) 
8 while seeds + Empty () 
9 currentP := seeds.first() 
10 result := seeds.regionQuery(currentP, Eps) 
11 if result.size > MinPts Then 
12 for i from 1 to result.size do 
13 result p := result.get(i) 
14 if resultP.ClId in Unclassified, noise then 
15 if resultP.ClId = Unclassified then seeds.append (result?) 






22 return True 
23 end 
The above algorithm is quoted from the original paper [6]. 
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2.1.7 Other Clustering Algorithm 
There are other clustering algorithms that have not been mentioned in this thesis. 
Such as CURE [29], CLIQUE [23] and the algorithm in [34；. 
2.2 Parallel Clustering and Distributed Clus-
tering 
Although many of the researches focus on the clustering or the distributed sys-
tems in the past, very few of them have considered clustering in the distributed 
environment. A related research is Parallel Clustering. However, most of the 
researches on Parallel Clustering is based on the scenario of sharing the storage, 
such as Clark F. Olson [22], [21] and Xiaobo Li [14]. These algorithms are not 
targeted at the data distributed in different location. 
2.2.1 A Fast Parallel Clustering Algorithm for Large Spa-
tial Databases 
The work of Xu X [33] is based on the "share-nothing" architecture. They 
proposed the improved algorithm of DBSCAN that can be processed in parallel 
on a number of machines with local processors and storage. 
However, the data partitioning must be well organized in the algorithm. In 
other words, all the data must be centralized at the beginning, and then they will 
be distributed to several machines using the Hilbert curves for the partitioning. 
Then data are indexed by the dR* - tree. The dR* — tree is similar to 
the R* — tree except that the pointer to a child node may refer to the remote 
machines. If the searching reach those remote nodes, a 'point to point' message 
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will be sent to the remote machine where the data is stored. 
The algorithm is based on the 'share-nothing' architecture. However, since 
the data must be centralized and then distributed, it fails to save communication 
cost. 
2.3 Distributed Data Mining 
As mentioned before, there are very few researches on the distributed cluster-
ing. We describe some of the researches that are related to the distributed data 
mining. 
2.3.1 A Distributed Clustering Algorithm 
Nils Hulth [11] has proposed a distributed clustering algorithm that is based 
on the distributed environment and requires little communication cost. The 
algorithm uses the calculation of roundness to construct clusters and thus the 
resultant clusters is different from K-Means and DBSCAN. As a result, a rod 
shaped cluster is treated as several clusters. Figure 2.6 shows the results of the 
algorithm. 
The clustering start with one cluster. It may be split due to calculation of the 
roundness and stability. The stability indicates the degree that a cluster stays 
at the same position. The roundness indicates the degree the shape of a cluster 
la D • D D Dl 
a � 
0 {] o o • • o o o 
^ O Q (Q) 
Figure 2.6: The Result of the Roundness Clustering Algorithm 
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is similar to the spherical form. Clusters may be removed if the selection rates 
is low. This algorithm can access data from one machine before another and 
cannot be processed in parallel. 
2.3.2 Efficient Mining of Association Rules in Distributed 
Databases 
Besides clustering, there are researches on the other data mining problems such 
as association rules in distributed databases [5]. In the algorithm, every machine 
generates its local candidates using Apriori algorithm. To minimize the size of 
candidate set, there is a local pruning such that the local candidates may be 
pruned if they are not locally large (the local support of the itemset is larger 
than minimum support x size of the local databse). The brief procedure to find 
globally large /c-itemsets are as follow: 
1. Candidate sets generation: generate local candidates by apriori generation 
of {k — l)-itemsets 
2. Local prunig: using local support count for pruning 
3. Support count exchange: broadcast candidate set to other sites to collect 
support counts. 
4. Broadcast mining results: Broadcast computed globally large A:-itemsets. 
There are global pruning techniques for pruning the candidate further besides 
the local pruning. The upper-bound-pmning used the recorded {k - l)-itemset 
local counts from other machines to calculate the upper-bound support of the 
corresponding fc-itemset for pruning. The polling-site-pruning specifies a site as 
the polling site for the pruning procedure. 
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2.4 Information Retrieval and Document Clus-
tering 
We shall investigate the application of the proposed methods on document clus-
tering. This is a problem in IR to decide what models touse to represent the 
documents. The most commonly used one is the term frequency. A feature vector 
is used to represent the number of occurrence of each term of the document. 
2.4.1 Document and Document Set Representation 
To apply the algorithm, we have to find a representation for the document. The 
most commonly used method is using vectors to represent the term frequency 
of the documents and query in IR. The TFIDF [27] (Term Frequency by Inverse 
Document Frequency) weighting is proved to be simple to implement and is 
effective for querying and clustering. 
2.4.2 TFIDF 
In the TFIDF weighting, the documents represented by feature vectors. Ev-
ery element of the feature vector corresponds to a term in the document. The 
calculation of the TFIDF weighting is as follows: 
Equation 2.1 
“ ； N 
M J = tfij X log2— 2.1) 
n \ ‘ 
Wij = weight of Term T) in Document Di 
tfij = frequency of Term Tj in Document Di 
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N = number of Documents in collection 
n = number of Documents where term term Tj occurs at least once 
The representation vectors: 
Di = {to,'^io;tuWii;...;tk,Wik); 
Di = Document in a collection of n documents 
tn = one of n unique index Terms t 
^in = the weight of index term tn in Document Di 
2.4.3 Similarity 
The similarity between two documents is used instead of distance funtion in 
document clustering algorithm. There are a number of possible measures for 
computing the similarity between documents, but the most common one is the 
cosine measure, which is defined as: 
di = the features vectors of weighting of document i 
When measuring the similarity between a document and a cluster, the cen-
troid of the cluster is usually used to determine the similarity. The centroids of 
clusters are calculated as follow: 
S = documents set 
d : document in the documents set 
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2.4.4 Partitional Document Clustering 
There are two techiques that are widely used in document clustering: hierarchical 
and partitional (K-Means) clustering. 
The K-Means document clustering [15] [3] adopts the procedure of the stan-
dard K-Means clustering. We calculate the similarity between documents and 
clusters instead of finding of the Euclidean distance. The Basic K-Means Algo-
rithm is as the following: 
1. Select k documents as the initial centroids 
2. Assign all documents to the most similar centroids 
3. Recompute the centroid of each cluster 
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until the centroids don't change 
There are some issues on how to increase the efficient and effectness of the K-
Means document clustering [25]. The Buckshot algorithm picks a small random 
sample of the documents (of size where k is number of clusters and n is 
number of data points) and apply the cluster subroutine. 
2.4.5 Hierarchical Document Clustering 
Hierarchical techniques produce a nested sequence of partitions, with a single, 
all-inclusive cluster at the top and singleton clusters of individual points at the 
bottom. Such a tree structure is called a dendogram and displays the merging 
process and the intermediate clusters. There are two basic approaches: A g -
g l omerat ive is a bottom-up appoarch that merge similar clusters starting from 
individual points. Divisive is the top-down approaches that split a cluster until 
individual points starting with one, all-inclusive cluster. 
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It is found that the hierarchical clustering produces better result while the 
K-Means clustering is more efficient[19] [35]. 
2.4.6 Document Clustering Application 
25] [24] [10] uses document clustering and a scatter/gather techniques to build 
a document corpus to enable users to search their interested documents at a 
constant time. [32] uses a cluster-based language model to increase the accuracy 
of information retriveal like search engine. [37] focuses on how to do clustering 
on web documents. 
The Researches of Database Selection is on how to find desired document 
from a number of databases without accessing all of them thus reducing the 
processing time. It will be very useful to the search engines. Series of researches 
have focus on this problem, such as GIOSS [8] [9] and [18] [36]. And [30] research 
on the data structure of the broker on this problem. 
Chapter 3 
Distributed Clustering 
In this chapter, we introduce two algorithms that are based on the /c-Means 
Clustering but suitable for the distributed environment. The basic definition of 
the clusters is not changed, and we expect the results of the algorithms will be 
similar to that of the original /c-Means. 
The first algorithm, Distributed A:-Means, will process the A:-Means cluster-
ing in each of the machines with their own data and then the coordinator will 
accumulate the global result at each iteration. In the second algorithm, Grid k-
Means, the data space will be partitioned to form a grid-like structure to reduce 
the communication cost and also the computation cost in each iteration. 
3.1 Problem Description 
、 
Consider a distributed environment in which a dataset is partitioned so that each 
partition is located at a different site. Our purpose is to find the clusters in the 
union of the data partitions. We call these clusters the global clusters. In 
order to find the global clusters, two of our proposed methods will compute the 
clusters for the dataset in each site as an intermediate step. These clusters are 
called local clusters. 
24 
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We require a machine that is used for collecting and accumulating the in-
termediate clustering result; we call this machine the coordinator. We call a 
machine that contains the dataset at a site a participant. A coordinator may 
be located at the same physical site as one of the participant machines. The 
communication from the coordinator to participants is one-to-many so we called 
this action broadcasting. The communication from participants to coordinator 
is one-to-one. We assume no communication among participants. 
3.2 Distributed fc-Means Clustering Algorithm 
We can divide the algorithm into two main phased: Initialization and Refinement. 
3.2.1 Initialization 
In the initialization phase, all the participants will use the conventional /c-Means 
clustering approach to find the k local clusters. The size of each local cluster 
(number of data points) gives a weight. We find k clusters at each participant 
because there may be some of the participants contain all the k clusters at their 
own data and we would not like to miss such useful information. There are total 
kn clusters found in all machines. 
The participants will submit the weights and the mean vectors (centroids) 
of the local clusters to the coordinator and then wait for further signals. The 
coordinator will wait until all the local cluster information is received. Next the 
coordinator will treat the local clusters as data points and apply a weighted—k-
Means mechanism to get k global clusters. The k resultant clusters are used as 
the initial clusters of the global clusters. 
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3.2.2 weighted_^-Means procedure 
When a local cluster mean and weight is treated as a single data point to obtain 
the global clusters in the above, we essentially cluster data that have different 
weightings. Here we define weighted /c-Means clustering as the clustering step 
that is applied to the weighted data. For every "data point", there is a vector 
X to represent its coordination and a scalar w to represent its weight. We first 
randomly select k of the "data points", and use them as the seed centroids. 
Therefore, for each of the remaining "data points" p, we can find the nearest seed 
centroid and therefore assign p to that cluster. After all data are assigned to the 
clusters, we shall determine the set of new centroids. The following equation is 
used to find the new means of a cluster: 
, X]. ty, 
center =———：^ n i \ 
where Xj is a data point (vector) in the cluster, and Wj is the weight of Xj. 
With the new centroids, we can repeat the above process of assigning data 
to clusters and finding the next set of new centroids. This iteration will continue 
until the set of centroids do not change or the change is very small. 
Example 
Now we give a example to show the procedures of the initialization phase. Given 
three participants contains data as their own. Figure 3.1 shows the data distri-
bution at each of the participant. First every participant applies the standard 
K-Means on their own data to find out the local clustering. The result is shown 
in the Figure 3.2. Afterward they send the local clusters (in the form of mean 
vector and weight) to the coordinator as Figure 3.2. The coordinator applies the 
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Figure 3.1: Data located at three different participants 
weighted K-Means algorithm described above on the local clusters as raw data 
points. In this example I,D,F are selected as the seeds of the clusters Ci, C2 
and C3. Every data point is assigned to the nearest so E, H, A is assigned to 
G,C is assigned to C2 and B is assigned to C3 as shown in left figurre of 
the Figure 3.3. The new centroids are found using equation 3.1. Notice that 
it is different from the standard K-Means since the data points are weighted. 
Afterward the centroids are not change so they are used as the initial clusters. 
The right Figure 3.3 shows the seeds that are randomly picked and the clustering 
result. 
3.2.3 Refinement 
Next we describe the refinement phase. When the initial global clusters are 
found, the coordinator will broadcast the mean vectors of these initial clusters 
back to all participants. At each participant, after the mean vectors are received, 
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Figure 3.3: All the participants send their local clusters to coordinator 
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Figure 3.4: The process of the coordinator the initial clusters using weighted 
K-Means 
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they will be used as the seeds of the local k-Means clustering. Every data point 
in the local dataset will be scanned and assigned to the nearest means. Then we 
will have the new means vectors and weights of the clusters in the participants. 
The participants will submit their newly found mean vectors and weights to 
the coordinator and wait. This information from participants will be accumu-
lated at the coordinator, then Equation 3.1 is applied to find the new global 
clusters. The stopping criteria is when the displacement of each of the means of 
the new clusters and the corresponding old global clusters is found to be smaller 
than a threshold. When the stopping criteria is met, the coordinator will broad-
cast the 'end of clustering' message and clustering is stopped. Otherwise the 
global cluster centroids will be broadcasted again and the refinement process 
above is repeated. 
Symbol Definition 
N Number of participant machines 
Set of Data Points in participant machine i 
L小 Lij.m, Ljj.w 产 local cluster in participant machines i, mean of Ljj, and weight of Uj 
Gj,Gj.m,G 产 global clusters, mean of G … a n d set of all global clusters 
NewGj, NewGj.m New Global Clusters and its means 
Theorem 1 Assume that in an intermediate iteration of the A:-Means algorithm, 
a set of k mean vectors is found. The result of the distributed /c-Means iteration 
and the original A;-Means iteration on the entire data set are the same. That is, 
the set of new clusters and the new centroids will be the same. 
Proof: Given the set of k mean vectors, in distributed A:-Means, each partic-
ipant finds for each data point which cluster it should be assigned to. Obviously 
the resulting assignment should be the same as the non-distributed A:-Means 
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algorithm. The newly calculated centroid should also be the same since: 
Crm - L小爪.L.w 







The pseudocode for the distributed algorithms at both the coordinator and 
the participants are shown in Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 below. In the al-
gorithms, the /c-Means procedure (Line 1 of Algorithm 2) inputs a set of data 
points and the number of clusters, computes the clusters by the A;-Means method, 
and returns the mean vector of each cluster and the number of data in each 
cluster. The weightedJ>Means procedure (Line 2 of Algorithm 1) has been 
described above, it inputs a set of data points and their weights, and the number 
of clusters, and returns the mean vector of each cluster found. 
Algorithm 3.1 : coordinator_dkmean 
1 wait until all machines send back Lij.m and L…w, for all i j , enter them into 
datapool 
2 NewG.m = weighted J:-Me3ins{datapool, k} 
3 (refinement) 
4 do 
5 G.m = NewG.m 
6 broadcast G.m to all machines 
7 wait until all machines send back Lij.m and L . w for all i j 
8 for all clusters i 
9 NewGi.m =碼八尤…""� 
zJj=i Lij.w 
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10 until all Gi.m ^ NewGi 
11 sent end of clustering to all machines 
Algorithm 3.2 : locaLdkmean( at participant machine I ) 
1 {Li.m, Li.w} = A;-Means(F/, k) 
2 send Li.m and Li.w to coordinator 
3 (refinement) 
4 wait for message msg from coordinator 
5 while {msg / end of clustering} 
6 Li.m = G.m from msg 
7 for each data point p in P/ 
8 assign p to cluster Lu whose centroid is nearest to p 
9 end 
10 for i = 1 to k 
11 Lii.w = Number of data assigned to Lu 
12 Lu.m=�广 
13 send {L/i.m, Ln.w] to coordinator 
14 end 
15 wait for message msg from coordinator 
16 end while 
3.2.4 Example 
We continue the example of the section 3.2.2 to explain the procedure of the 
refinement. 
When the initial clusters are found, the coordinator broadcasts the global 
clusters to all participants. The participants use the received clusters as the 
seeds of the K-Means clustering refinement (the process is not repeated) as shown 
Figure 3.7. 
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Figure 3.5: All machines sent their local clusters to the coordinator 
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Figure 3.6: The coordinator sent the merged cluster to participants for reloca-
tion 
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Figure 3.7: The participants refine the clusters using own data 
Next the participants submit their newly found mean vectors and weights 
to the coordinator. The coordinator will accumulate them as shown Figure 3.8. 
The process will repeat until the clusters do not change. 
、 、 亞张. 
Old Clustes * New Clusters 
Figure 3.8: Coordinator accumulate the mean vectora as new clusters 
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3.2.5 Communication Cost 
In the initialization phase, all participants send the mean vectors and the weight 
of their k local clusters to coordinator. If there are totally n participants, and 
the data has d dimensions, the total message size will he p x k x {d I). 
At the refinement stage. The coordinator will broadcast the mean vectors 
of the clusters to all participants. Afterward every participant send back the 
the mean vector and the weight of refined clusters to the clusters. So the total 
message size of one iteration in the refinement stage will he pxkxd-\-pxkx 
(d-{-l)=pxdx(2d^l). 
If we restrict the maximum number of the iteration to be constant, the com-
plexity of the communication cost is 0{pkd). 
3.3 Grid fc-Mean 
In A;-means clustering, all data points are examined at each iteration, but actu-
ally some of the data examination can be avoided. This is because data that 
are located very near the final centroids of clusters are often assigned to the 
same cluster throughout the whole clustering process. Here we propose a new 
distributed method that can make use of this property and avoid some data ex-
amination. We call this the Grid /c-Means algorithms. In this algorithm, the 
data space is divided into grid units. Each dimension is partitioned into in-
tervals of equal length, and a grid unit is the intersection of one interval from 
each dimension. For every grid unit the mean vector of the data inside is found. 
In the clustering process, each grid unit will be checked to determine if it may 
contain data from more than one cluster. If we can confirm that the grid unit 
contains data of at most one cluster, the particular data points inside this unit 
need not be examined for the next iteration. 
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Definition 3.1 A grid unit is inBorder for a cluster set C if there exist c, € C 
and Cj G C, where Ci Cj and it is possible that some of the data points inside 
the grid unit belong to c, and some other data points belong to Cj. 
In Figure 3.10, if the two black dots are two cluster centroids, then among the 
16 bigger grid units, the grey units are InBorder. If a grid unit is not inBorder 
for a set of clusters, then we can say that the grid unit must contains data from 
at most one cluster only. We shall see later that it is not necessary to access 
the data inside a grid unit that is not inBorder. We shall use Theorem 2 to 
determine the grid units that cannot be inBorder. Let us define some terms that 
are useful. MinDist [20] is a measurement for the minimum possible "distance" 
between a point p and a grid unit, hence no data point inside the grid unit that 
can have a smaller distance from p than this. Let the interval of a grid unit R 
at dimension i be [si.U]. We can calculate the MinDist of a point p and R by 
following equation: 
MinDistip, R) = E t i \P^-r^\' 
where d is the number of dimensions of p and R, pi is the coordinate of point 
p in the i^h dimension, and 
if Pi < Si 
= ti if Pi > ti 
Pi otherwise 
MaxDist corresponds to the maximum possible "distance" between p and 
R: 
MaxDist(p,R) =巧 b广 r,|2 
/ 
if Pi - Si > ti 一 p, 
Ti = 
ti otherwise 
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Figure 3.9: MinDist and MaxDist 
Theorem 2 A grid unit R is not inBorder for a cluster set C if G C { 
Vcj € C where i • j {MinDist(cj, R) > MaxDist{ci, R)} } 
P r o o f We shall show that if the condition stated in the theorem holds, then any 
data point in R will be assigned to Q, and hence R is not inBorder for C. If 
MinDist[Cj, R) > MaxDist(Ci, R) then the distance d of any data point p m R 
from Cj is > MinDist{cj, R). d will also be greater than MaxDist(^c” R), which 
in turn is greater than or equal to the distance d' of any point q in R from Ci. 
Therefore point p will be assigned to the cluster represented by Ci. Since this is 
true for any Cj + Ci we can see that there is no other cluster that a data point in 
R can be assigned to other than q . Hence R cannot be inBorder for C. I 
3.3.1 Runtime Splitting 
If some grid units are inBorder, we should access the data points inside the 
grid unit. We shall decompose such grid units in the hope that some of the 
smaller grids can be pruned in the next iteration. The algorithm starts with one 
single grid unit that contains all the data points. Some mechanisms are used to 
determine k initial cluster centroids (see Section 3.3.2 below). First the single 
grid will be decomposed into several small grid units. Then these grid units will 
be checked to determine whether they cannot be inBorder, if so they are pruned. 
(The grids are pruned not indicate that it is removed from the data pool for the 
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Figure 3.10: Further decomposes the grid units 
K-Means clustering. It only implies that the grids are free for decomposition.) 
The remaining grid units will be decomposed further into smaller grid units. The 
decomposition of a grid unit will not be carried out if the number of data points 
inside the grid unit is lower than a preset threshold or the resulting clusters are 
found (i.e. the positions of centroids have not changed much). 
Consider an example of the clustering process with k = 2. Suppose we have 
4 x 4 grid units in a 2-dimensional data space. For each grid unit the mean is 
found for clustering. The grid units that may be inBorder of the clusters will be 
found, then these grid units will be decomposed into smaller grid units (figure 
3.10). The other grid units will remain unchanged. 
Besides the inBorder pruning, if we find that the number of data points 
inside the grids is too small, we will choose not to decompose the grids as well. 
The reason is decomposing such grids will not contribute the clustering result 
much but it costs a lot of the computation. For the experiment we set the 
threshold to 50 thus any grid containing less than 50 data points will not be 
decomposed. Although it will cause the result to be different from the original 
K-Means clustering, the experimental result showed that the quality of the result 
will not drop. 
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3.3.2 Initial Clusters 
We can make use of the grid structure for better initial clusters. In the first 
decomposition, we may set the decomposition factor that gives us the number 
of grid units that is close to but no smaller than the number of clusters k. Then 
we select k grid units randomly, and randomly select a data point from each of 
these grid unit as a preliminary set of cluster centroids. In this way, we can 
scatter the initially cluster means. For example, if we require 64 clusters in a 3 
dimensional environment, we can partition the domain in each dimension into 4 
equal internals such that we will have 64 grid units initially. In this case all 64 
grid units are selected, and we pick up 1 data point from every grid unit, totally 
64 data points, as the preliminary cluster centroids. 
3.3.3 Refinement 
Next we describe the refinement algorithm. First, coordinator and participants 
agree on a set of initial grid units. Each participant will calculate the mean 
vector and weight for each grid unit, and send these to the coordinator. Hence 
the coordinator can determine the global mean vectors and the global weights 
for the grid units. As described above, the coordinator also determines a set of 
preliminary centroids. A weighted /c-means iteration is applied on the preliminary 
centroids with the global mean vectors and weights of all grid units, so that a 
new set of locations for the centroids are determined. These centroids are used 
as the initial set of global cluster centroids. This is carried out by triggering the 
w k m e a n ( ) function as shown at line 4 in Algorithm 3. 
wkmean(^rio?5, seeds): This functions carries out the repeated refinement 
of cluster centroids where Equation (1) is applied. It is similar to the weightedJc-
Means procedure in Lines 2 in Algorithm 1 except that the initial seeds have been 
given in wkmean() instead of choosing randomly, and the given set of weighted 
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points are actually means and weights of grid units. Note that the outcome may 
be different from a /c-Mean method since a given grid unit may be inBorder so 
that not all its weights should be counted for only one cluster. However, with 
Grid /c-Means, once the mean vector of a grid unit is found to be closest to 
a certain cluster centroid, all the points in the grid unit will be considered as 
belonging to the cluster. This difference will become insignificant as the grid 
units become small and the number of data points inside each unit becomes very 
small. 
3.3.4 Overall Algorithm 
With the initial cluster centroids, the coordinator will scan all the grid units 
and find those that may be inBorder. These grid units will be decomposed into 
smaller grid units. The coordinator will broadcast the IDs of these grid units 
and the participants will decompose those units and reply with the means and 
weights (number of data points inside a grid unit) of the newly created grid units 
(by decomposition). The global mean vector and weight of every newly created 
grid units can thus be determined (Line 16 of Algorithm 3). They will be used 
for refining the cluster centroids. The refinement is carried out by wkmean() 
at Line 18 of Algorithm 3. 
The new means of cluster will be compared to the previous set. If they are 
found to be very similar, the 'end of clustering' signal will be broadcasted to 
stop the algorithm. Otherwise the coordinator will find grid units that may be 
inBorder and repeat the process. 
In Grid K-Means Clustering, only the means of the grid unit are used for the 
refinement phase. This is an improvement on tradition /c-Means, where all the 
data points are examined. 
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Symbol Definition 
d Number of dimensions 
G Current Grids Set 
gi, gi.m,gi.w The ith grid unit in set G, mean of 仏-and number of data in 仏. 
NewG newly created grid unit set 
DepG set of grid units that will be decomposed 
C, Ci set of centroids of clusters, centroid of the i认 cluster 
Algorithm 3.3 : coordinator.gkmean 
1 broadcast M to all participants 
2 wait until all machines have replied, compute means gi.m and weights gi,w for all 
gAG 
3 randomly pick k grid units in G as InitG, set InitGi.m as the preliminary centroid 
of Ci 
4 C = wkmean(G, C) 
5 do 
6 O = C 
7 clear DepG, NewG 
8 for each grid unit gi E G 
9 if pruning_check(5fi) = false / * if gi cannot be pruned * / 
10 and gi contains sufficient number of data points 
11 move gi from G into DepG 
12 Tmp — set of grid units created by decomposition of 仏 
13 add Tmp to NewG 
14 endif 
15 end for 
16 broadcast the ID of DepG to all participants 
17 wait until all machines have replied, compute means gi.m and weights gi.w for 
all gi G NewG 
18 add NewG to G 
19 C = wkmean(G, O) 
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20 until C = D 
21 broadcast 'end' 
Algorithm 3.4 : local_gkmean(G) 
1 local variable: G, NewG, Tmp 
2 Receive M from coordinator 
3 G f - set of M这 grid units created by the intervals of all dimensions 
4 •仏.G G, find gi.m and gi.w send gi.m and gi.w to coordinator 
5 wait for the coordinator message 
6 while message + 'end' 
7 receive IDs of grid units in DepG from coordinator 
8 for each grid unit gi 6 DepG 
9 Tmp = set of grid units created by decomposition of g^ 
10 compute the mean gi.m and weight gi.w for each grid unit g^ e Tmp 
11 remove gi from G and add Tmp to NewG 
12 end for 
13 Vgi e NewG, return gi.m and gi.w to coordinator 
14 add NewG into G 
15 wait for the coordinator message 
16 end while 
Algorithm 3.5 pruning—check 
1 pruning-check � 
2 Find the the cluster c^ with minimum MaxDist(ca.m,仏•) 
3 if V6 G C such that a 6 ( mindist{ck) > maxdist(ca.m, g,)) 
4 return true / * gi is not inBorder * / 
5 else 
6 return false 
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3.3.5 Efficiency in Decomposition 
Here we suggest a way that can improve the efficiency when we decompose the 
grid units. If the dimensionality of the data is high, the performance of the al-
gorithm will decrease rapidly. To counter this problem, we will not decompose 
all the dimensions, instead we set a factor that is the number of dimensions to 
be divided at the decomposition. We will find the variance of the data of each 
dimension; those dimensions with higher variances will be divided first. Exper-
iment shows that it will improve the performance greatly in high dimensional 
environment. 
3.3.6 Example 
Suppose a 2-dimensional data set is distributed at two participant machines, and 
we would like to locate 3 global clusters, i.e. k = The coordinator will ask the 
two participants to divide the data space into 4 grid units. Each participant will 
find the mean vectors and weight of every created grid unit. Those means and 
weights will be sent to the coordinator so that the coordinator can determine 
the global means and weights. Meanwhile the coordinator randomly choose 3 
grid units and 3 points, one from each unit, as the preliminary centroids. The 
coordinator will apply wkmean() to find the initial cluster centroids as shown 
in Figure 3.11. With the set of centroids, the coordinator will check which of the 
grid units may be inBorder. The grid units that are inBorder are highlighted in 
grey in Figure 3.11. The data points that are in the white grid unit need not be 
accessed again in this iteration. 
The coordinator will ask to further decompose those grid units (in grey), so 
the two participants will decompose their grid units, as in Figure 3.12. They 
will repeat the process as described above. In the next iteration, as shown in 
Figure 3.12 , only those highlighted grey grid units are to be decomposed, one 
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Figure 3.11: Every participant finds the mean and weight at each new grid 
unit, the coordinator finds the clusters according to them 
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Figure 3.12: The participants and the coordinator further divide the grid in 
next iteration 
can notice that most of the data are not located in these highlighted grid units 
so a lot of the processing time can be saved compared to traditional /c-Means. 
3.3.7 Comparison with previous A>Means method 
In Section 2.1.2 we described the algorithm in [13] that makes use of the kd-tree 
to increase the efficiency of the K-Means clustering. There is some similarity 
between this algorithm and ours. However, our algorithm has the following 
differences and advantages: 
(1) In our algorithm we are pruning grid units from the decomposition. In [13 
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cluster centroids are pruned for each node in the kd-tree. 
(2) The kd-Tree is pre-constructed. In the dense regions of the data space, 
many nodes may be constructed which will never be accessed so the construction 
time will be wasted. With our approach, the grid will only be partitioned when 
necessary. There will be one or few grid units in the dense region in our algorithm 
(see example). So the construction time will be much faster. 
(3) If we want to construct a kd-tree using the data located at different locations, 
since the structure is complicated, the communication will be costly. In our 
algorithm the grid structure is very simple, it can save on the communication 
time. 
3.3.8 Communication Cost 
At each iteration of the Grid K-Means clustering, the coordinator broadcast 
the ID of the grid to all participants. The message size is G x P where P is 
the number of participants and G is the number of the grids that going to be 
decomposed. Next the participants submit the mean vectors and weights of the 
grids that are newly created to the coordinator. The message cost of this process 
is X X [dimension + 1) where g is the number of girds that are newly created, 
which depends on G. 
One can see that the complexity depends on how the number of grids that 
are created. The number of the grids depends on the distribution of the data. 
3.4 Experiment 
We have evaluated the two proposed algorithms by several datasets. The centers 
of the clusters are distributed uniformly in dataset rl and they are generated 
randomly in other datasets. The data points are generated using normal distri-
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Number of Data Number of Clusters Dimension Type sd 
100000 100 2 U n i f o r m 0.03 
j 2 100000 m 2 Clustered 0.01 
128000 16 2 Clustered 0.05 
r4 256000 16 2 Clustered 0.05 
_r5 512000 IQ 2 Clustered 0.05 
128000 ^ 2 Clustered 0.04 
r7 128000 64 2 Clustered 0.02 
j S 128000 m 2 Clustered 0.01 
TQ 128000 U 4 Clustered 0.02 
rlO 128000 64 6 Clustered 0.02 
r l l 128000 W 8 Clustered 0.02 
Figure 3.13: Dataset 
butions at each dimension to the centers of the clusters. The parameters of each 
dataset is listed in Figure 3.13. The value of the standard deviation is set by the 
dimension and number of clusters in the same way as the previous research work 
in [31]. The same dataset is used for two algorithms. 
We use Java 2 standard edition build 1.3.0 and Grasshoppers 2.0 as the 
agent platform for the distributed algorithms. The reason for using the agent 
platform is that we want to increase the feasibility of the distributed algorithm 
application. The data is distributed to five Sun Ultra-5 machines with 128mb 
main memory for the distributed environment experiments. All the machines are 
under the local network of lOM based Ethernet. Each set of data is generated and 
randomly distributed to the five machines. In a later section, we also consider 
other types of data distributions. The data are stored at the local storage of 
each machine. 
In this experiment, we assume that the number of clusters is already known. 
At all cases we have run the experiment three times and taken the average value. 
We have experimented with variances of data sizes (from 100k to 512k), the 
number of clusters (from 16 to 128) and the number of dimensions (from 2 to 8). 
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There are 5 participants for distributed execution. At the grid decomposition, 
we partition each interval of each dimension into two equal intervals. If a grid 
unit contains less than 50 data points, we do not further decompose the unit. 
3.4.1 Performance 
Figure 3.14 shows the performance of the algorithms evaluated by the response 
time which includes also the communication overhead. Experimental results show 
that the distributed /c-Means takes advantages of the parallel processing, so the 
performance is better than the single machine (or non-distributed) A:-Means. 
Due to the overhead of the agents and communications, it is only 2-3 times 
faster depending on the different scenarios. It tends to have better performance 
when the number of clusters and the number of dimensions are large because 
the complexity of computation in the clustering process reduces the ratio of the 
communication overhead. 
The grid /^-Means performs about 20 times better than original A:-Means. The 
performance is better in the cases of lower number of dimension. 
Note that the time for distributed /c-Means for v7 is higher than that for 
r9’ though r7 has lower dimensionality than r9. It is found that the number of 
iterations for r7 is almost twice that of r9. However, the time of Grid k-Means 
for r7 is less than that for r9. 
To understand the computation cost, we measure also the number of data 
access, where we count how many floating point numbers we have accessed in 
all machines throughout the computation. For example, accessing a mean vector 
with n dimensions will be counted as n data accesses. We note that the number 
of data accesses in the Grid /c-Means method is 16 to 183 times less than the 
conventional /c-Means. From this, we can see the savings in computation even in 
a non-distributed environment. 
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Agent Kmean Agent Grid Single Kmean Single Grid 
~~138861 373905 U l ^ 
r2 163091 9195 548336 9811 
r3 33181 9134 55120 10193 
r4 85519 11164 150239 18575 
r5 212521 14860 328808 34748 
r6 134729 8386 265705 12375 
r7 245993 8890 567975 14556 
r8 347087 11592 875622 22559 
r9 186057 11880 338851 30716 
rlO 262490 34285 562657 38643 
r l l 306816 71036 915943 102023 
Table 3.1: Execution Time 
1000000 r n=r：~ 
• Agent Kmean 
1 800000 • Agent Grid H 
g • Single Machine Kmean 
f- n • Single Grid n n 
I 400000 ~ — g n 门 n n n n ^ 200000 n _ n n 一,• 
0 I丨丨丨LIUL I t lx l .nJL,1UIn• • lUL.IUL.IUL. J U L J U L . I H r i , 
r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 r7 r8 r9 rlO r l l 
Dataset 
Figure 3.14: The execution time (with 5 participants) 
3.4.2 Communication Cost 
For the communication cost, shown in Figure 3.16，we count the number of float-
ing point numbers that are transmitted. Note that when a message is broadcasted 
to M sites, we count the cost as the message size times M. Both algorithms show 
a large reduction compared to the dataset size. The distributed /c-Means varies 
greatly with the number of clusters (datasets r6 to r9). We can see that the 
communication cost of Grid A;-Means varies not as much as distributed /c-Means 
and has better performance. 
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A -^Means Grid fc-Means Ratio 
9 8 0 0 0 0 0 9 7 2 7 3 100.75 
r2 14400000 130206 110.59 
r3 13653333 338941 40.28 
r4 36693333 507031 72.37 
r5 82602667 450843 183.22 
r6 33621333 347834 96.66 
r7 26794667 258563 103.63 
r8 18773333 309464 60.66 
r9 25258667 677561 37.28 
rlO 48640000 1960028 24.82 
r l l 85333333 5188027 16.45 
Figure 3.15: Data Access 
Kmean A g e n t G r i d A g e n t G r i d Single 
^ SLT? 
r2 3.36 59.63 55.89 
r3 1.66 6.03 5.41 
r4 1.76 13.46 8.09 
r5 1.55 22.13 9.46 
r6 1.97 31.68 21.47 
r7 2.31 63.89 39.02 
r8 2.52 75.54 38.81 
r9 1.82 28.52 11.03 
rlO 2.14 16.41 14.56 
r l l 2.99 12.89 8.98 
Table 3.2: Ratio to Single Machine /c-Means in execution time 
1000「 • Agent Kmean 
3 800 “ Agent Grid n [ _ 
I • Single Machine Kmean 
p 600 
a n • Single Grid Fj pj — 
I 400 Pi 
^ 门 门 n 
^ 200 n n n n fl 
门 门 n . — _ — - FT — - — - 一 
0 丨丨丨IL丨UL• • ^ • n J L . I I I L . 川匕丨丨II J I I L • lUL . IUL . Iyh . 
rl r3 r4 r5 r6 r7 r8 r9 rlO r l l r l2 
Dataset 
Figure 3.16: Communication Cost 
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3.4.3 Quality of Clustering 
The resulting clusters of the Grid fc-Means will be slightly different from the 
standard /c-Means due to the grid structure. In particular, the deviation comes 
from the grid units that are inBorder. We argue that since the grid units lying 
at the border between two clusters usually contain only the outliers it will not 
decrease the quality of the clusters. Table 3.3 shows the clustering quality of the 
algorithms. We measure the Euclidean distance between the resulting cluster 
centroids and the centers of the clusters used in the data generation for the 
goodness measurement. In the table, each number corresponds to the sum of 
these distances for all centroids divided by the number of centroids. Note that the 
range of each dimension in the dataset has unit 1. Therefore the shown distances 
are quite small. We can see that Grid /c-Means gives comparable quality as the 
A;-Means method. 
3.4.4 Clustering in High Dimension 
When the number of dimensions of the data increases, the performance will 
decrease for the Grid /c-Means since the number of grid units may become very 
large. However, when we apply the technique that divides just a few of the 
dimensions for the grid units, we can still achieve a reasonable performance. This 
technique is describe in Section 3.3.5. Table 2 shows the performance of Grid 
fc-Means with (Partial) and without (full) using the technique and comparing to 
the tradition A;-Means. With the "Partial" partitioning technique, we divide 7 
dimensions at all the three cases. 
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rl r2 r3 r4 r5 r6 r7 r8 r9 rlO r l l — 
Kmean ^ ~ ~ ^ ~ ^ 0 0 2 ^ ^ ^ ~ ~ 
Grid Kmean 0.01 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.09 0.13 
Table 3.3: Mean distance of result clusters to original clusters 
0.7 口 Grid Ageiit/Kmean(Time) 
0.6 [-1 n • Sin^ Grid/Kme8in(Time) 
0.5 [-7— 口 DKmean/Kme8Gii(Time) 
•B 0.4 n——[-1 r 
0.3 [-| r -
0.2 -3= 
0 口 r z j I. , 111 m I r H i h-I • r j r ~ • r i i r ^ H n T i r： 
rl i2 r3 r4 r5 16 r7 r8 i9 rlO rll 
DataSet 
Figure 3.17: Comparision of execution time between distributed algorithms 
and original k-Means algorithm 
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Figure 3.18: Comparision of communication costs between distributed algo-
rithms and the collect all data approach 
、 0.06 
0.05 — — — 
0.04 ^ _ — 
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Figure 3.19: Comparision of data access of Grid k-Means and k-Means 
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#Data ^Clusters ^Dimension sd Partial Full Kmean 
" 7 1 2 1 2 8 0 0 0 50 10 0.01 3 3 4 7 9 1 3 2 3 2 1 210769 
rl3 128000 30 12 0.01 24399 217189 400125 
rl4 128000 50 U 0.01 41266 stack overflow 524763 
Table 3.4: Performance on Higher Dimension (Execution Time in ms) 
Dkmean Com Cost Ratio to Datasize Gkmean Com C o s t R a t i o to Datasize 
~ r l 8 2 6 6 6 . 6 7 o H 25922.67 o l 3 
r2 94666.67 0.47 28468.00 0.14 
r3 10773.33 0.04 21552.00 0.08 
r4 20160.00 0.04 26686.67 0.05 
r5 25280.00 0.02 37918.00 0.04 
r6 10773.33 0.04 21552.00 0.08 
r7 63573.33 0.25 33708.67 0.13 
r8 142080.00 0.56 31950.67 0.12 
r9 196266.67 0.77 36023.33 0.14 
rlO 136533.33 0.27 77797.33 0.15 
r l l 245760.00 0.32 164618.00 0.21 
rl2 310613.33 ^ 242938.67 ^ 
Table 3.5: Communication Cost 
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3.4.5 Other Data Distributions 
In the previous section, we have already proved that in the distributed /c-Means 
algorithm, the clustering result will be the same as /c-Means if both the initial 
seeds are the same. In the grid /c-Means algorithm, the representative vectors of 
the grid are the mean vectors of the data points inside the grid. As a result, the 
data distribution will not affect the clustering greatly. 
We investigate the above properties in the following experiment. We have 
distributed the same dataset into three types of different distribution. The first 
distribution is that all the data points from all clusters lie randomly on every 
participant. This distribution is used for previous experiment. The second distri-
bution is that every cluster appears only in one particular participant. The third 
distribution is that 80% of the data points from each cluster appears only in one 
particular participant, and the other appears in other participants randomly. We 
would like to see the effects of data distribution. 
Table 3.6 and Figure 3.20 show the efficiency of the distributed Z^-Means and 
grid /c-Means of different data distribution on same dataset. We can see that 
their performance is mostly the same at different distribution. In the distributed 
/c-Means, the performance is slightly better when most of the data points from 
a cluster concentrated at same participant. It is because the local clsutering can 
generate better initial seeds in this case. 
Table 3.7 and Figure 3.21 show the result quality. All the distributions show 
similar quality with the two algorithms. 
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totally all on particular 80% on particular 
randomized participant participant 
Distributed A;-Means111726 84264 101666 
Grid fe-Means 9985 10363 10729 
Table 3.6: Performance on different distribution 
totally all on particular 80% on particular 
randomized participant participant 
Distributed A;-Means0.047 0.036 0.042 
Grid fe-Means 0.032 0.036 0.040 
Table 3.7: Result quality on different distribution 
120000 「 — 
100000 ^ • • Totally randomized 
� 8 0 0 0 0 — : : ’• . E V • 二 ^nnnn 、!.•，.，….. • all OH particular ^ dOOOO _ � - � 4 • ... ‘ M V".,, , participant 
一 》 一 ； • 8 0 % on particular 
20000 — � : : participant 
0 . I • 划 I , 
Distributed k-Mcans Grid k-Mcans 
Figure 3.20: Performance on different distribution 
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Figure 3.21: Result quality on different distribution 
Chapter 4 
Distributed DBSCAN 
Next we present a new distributed algorithm for density-based clustering that is 
based on the definitions in DBSCAN [6] (described in Chapter 2). We investigate 
this approach since it has the ability to uncover clusters of highly irregular shapes. 
In [6] a parallel algorithm is described for DBSCAN, however, the data must be 
divided into several regions and be re-distributed. If this algorithm is used in 
a distributed environment, it would be inefficient when the network connection 
is slow or the amount of data is large. In our algorithm, we do not need to 
re-distributed the data and thus communication cost can be greatly reduced. 
Local candidate clusters are the clusters found in participants using DB-
SCAN, that may be part of the global clusters. An Eps-Neighbor of a point 
p is the a data point that is at a distance smaller than Eps from p. A point is 
core in the global clusters if the number of Eps-Neighbors from all machines is 
greater than or equal to MinPts. 
Our proposed algorithm can be divided into three phases. In the first phase, 
every local machine finds their local candidate clusters. The procedure is the 
same as the original DBSCAN. The representation of the clusters are found as 
well (see Section 4.1 below). 
54 
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In the second phase, the representative points of the local clusters will be 
sent to the coordinator. The coordinator will reduce the number of these repre-
sentation points and verify if they are "core" in global clusters by examining the 
number of Eps neighbours of all participants. 
In the third phase, the discovered core points will be merged into clusters. 
4.1 Representative points of local candidate clus-
ters 
In the first phase, every participant will find the local candidate clusters using 
the original DBSCAN mechanism. We assume a given parameter of MinPts for 
the global clusters. Since data is distributed among the candidate sites, we shall 
use a proportionally smaller value of L-MinPts instead of MinPts as the input 
parameter of the DBSCAN process at each participant site to reduce the chance 
that clusters will be missed in this stage. 
L_MmPts = MinPts x 。/ data m local 
total amount of data 
Theorem 3 If a point is globally core, it must be locally core in some of the 
participants. 
Proof If point p is globally core, we assume that p is not locally core at all 
participants. The globally Eps-neighbor of p is the sum of the local Eps-neighbor 
of p at all participants. 
Peps-neighbour{global) = Z^iga// participants Peps-neighbour{i) 
Since p is not locally core at all participants, thus the local Eps-neighbor of 
p lower than the L_MinPts of each participant. Then 
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„ . V^ amount of data in locaL 
Peps-neighbour{global) < > (MinFts X ) 
„ . , total amount of data t£all parUctpants ^ 
_ MinPts X Y^ amount of data in local 
. 广 ， ， � . , total amount of data 
iGall parUctpants •‘ 
=MinPts 
Then p is not a global core point, there is a contradiction. Thus p must be 
locally core in some of the participants if it is globally core. • 
The clusters in DBSCAN are represented by data points. However if we like 
to inform the other sites about the cluster shapes, the communication cost will 
be too high if we transfer all the data points in a cluster. As a result we only 
use a subset of the cluster points as representative points Ri to describe the 
shape of all the clusters in machine i. Initially Ri is empty. We scan all points in 
each cluster. The points will be selected into R, if there does not already exist a 
point q e Ri such that the distance between p and q, distance(p,q) is less than 
Eps. We can prune a large number of data points in this way. Then Ri will 
be sent to the coordinator. Figure 4.1 shows how the representative points are 
selected. 
Note that we could use a value bigger than Eps to replace Eps in the above, 
however, if this distance is set too big, the resulting shapes of the clusters may 
deviate too much from the original cluster shape, and we may even merge multiple 
clusters in the later stage. 
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叱 ） 
• Points as Represtation 
o Points not as Represtation 
Figure 4.1: Representative ponints of clusters 
4.2 Verification and Cluster Merging 
The set ^coordinator will hold the representative points from all Ri which are 
sent to the coordinator. Initially Rcoordinator is empty. Similar to the process of 
selecting Ri, a point p from Ri, for all i, will only be inserted into Rcoordinator if 
there does not exist any point in Rcoordinator that has a smaller distance than Eps 
from p. After all the sets Ri are received by the coordinator and inserted into 
Rcoordinator, ^coordinator will be broadcastcd to all participants. The number of the 
Eps-Neighbors of each point in Rcoordinator are found at every participants. The 
numbers are then sent to the coordinator. As a result the coordinator will know 
the number of Eps-Neighbors of each point in Rcoordinator in the global view. If 
the numbers of Eps-Neighbors of a point is greater than or eqaul to MinPts, we 
� say this point is core globally. Otherwise the number of Eps-Neighbor is fewer 
than MinPts and such a point is removed from Rcoordinator-
At the last phase we merge those global core points in Rcoordinator- This 
process can be represented by a DBSCAN mechanism as well. Since all the core 
points are representation of at least MinPts points in its Eps neighborhood, we 
set the MinPts as 1 in this merging phase. We will use original Eps x 2 as the 
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Eps this time since we want to merge clusters with some of the global core points 
missing. The result of this DBSCAN will be the result of the whole algorithm. 
Symbols Definition 
Ri set of representative points of clusters in machine i 
set of core points of the local candidate clusters 
Rcoordinator set of global core points 
Peps—neighbour (i) The number of Eps-Neighbour of the point p in machine i 
Algorithm 4.1 : locaLdbscan_Machinei 
1 LMinPts = MinPts x (amount of data in local / total amount of data) 
2 { C i , … C y = DBSCAN(L_MinPts, Eps), where k is the number of clusters found 
3 for every point p G Cj iov I < j < k 
4 put p into Ri if ^ another point q in Ri where dist(p, q) < Eps 
5 end for 
6 send Ri to coordinator 
7 
8 wait until the message containing Rcoordinator is received 
9 for every point P e Rcoordinator 
10 send Peps-neighbour to the Coordinator 
11 end for 
Algorithm 4.2 : coordinator.dbscan 
1 wait messages until receive all Ri 
2 for every point p G Ri for 1 < i < A; 
3 Put p into Rcoordinator if fi another point q in Rcoordinator where dist{p, q) < 
Eps 
4 broadcast Rcoordinator to all participants 
5 wait until messages from all machines received 
6 for every P e Rcoordinator 
7 i f I \^Numher.o} Jvlachines \ , , . ^ 
‘ U Peps-neighbour{i) J < MluPtS 
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8 remove p from Pi 
9 end if 
10 end for 
11 
12 Result = DBSCAN(2 x Eps, 1) 
4.2.1 Clustering Result Quality 
Although we would like to obtain the identical result as the original DBSCAN. 
Our algorithm returns clustering that is slightly different. However, it has equally 
high clustering quality. 
The first difference is that in our algorithm the clusters only mainly consists 
of core points. In DBSCAN the clusters consist of core points as well as their 
Eps-Neighbours (border points). Since the border points exists only in the border 
of clusters that is a less region, it is difficult to say that the border points can 
contribute to the clusters quality. 
The second difference is that our algorithm returns the representative points 
of the clusters, instead of every points of the clusters as in the original DBSCAN. 
Since the number of points is much less, the cluster shape may be slightly different 
from the original one. However, we prove in the following that for most of the 
core points p in the result of DBSCAN, p will be include in the result of the 
Distributed DBSCAN or there is a point q in the result of the DDBSCAN such 
that the distance(p, q) < 2 x Eps. 
Definition 4.1 An 2Eps-Neighbor of a point p is the a data point that is at 
a distance smaller than 2 x Eps from p 
Definition 4.2 A internal-core point is a core point such that all its 2Eps-
Neighbours are core. A border-core point is a core point such that some of its 
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Figure 4.2: Internal-Core, Border-Core and Border Points 
2Eps-Neighbours are non-core point 1. 
Definition 4.3 If a border-core point has no internal-core points as a 2Eps-
Neighbour, we call this a minor border-core point. 
It is unlikely that a cluster is formed by minor border-core points only. Ex-
ample of such a cluster is a thin string shape. 
Theorem 4 Let R be the set of points in all clusters resulting from Distributed 
DBSCAN. If p is a internal-core point, there must be a point q e R such that 
distance�]), q) <2x Eps. If p is a border-core point but not a minor border-core 
point, then there must be a point q e R such that distance{p, q) < 4 x Eps. 
Proof 
In the distributed DBSCAN algorithm, a point is determined as part of a 
cluster result by Algorithm 4.1 lines 2, 4 and Algorithm 4.2 lines 3, 7. If a point 
fulfills the conditions of these lines, it is included in R. 
1. In Algorithm 4.1 line 2, a point is selected if it is locally core at some of 
the participants. Let be the set of all points selected by this step. 
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2. In Algorithm 4.1 line 4, a point in is selected if there isn't a point q^  in 
Ri s.t. dist{qup) < EPS. Let S2 be the set of all points selected by this step. 
3. In Algorithm 4.2 line 3, a point in S2 is selected if there isn't a point 仍 
in Rcoordinator s.t. dist(qi,p�< EPS, Let S3 be the set of all points selected by 
this step. 
4. In Algorithm 4.2 line 7’ a point in is selected into R if it is globally 
core. 
Ii> is a global core point, Condition 4 must be true. By Theorem 3’ Condition 
1 must be true as well. In Conditions 2 and 3, by Lemma 1 below, if p is not 
selected into then there is a point q selected into S'3 such that distanceij), q) < 
2 X Eps. 
For the case p is a internal-core point, all its 2Eps-Neighbour must be core 
points. If p is not G R, then there must be a point q that is selected in by 
Condition 2,3 and distance{p,q) < 2 x Eps. q must be in R since q must be 
core. 
For the case p is a border-core point but not a minor border-core point, since 
it has some of internal-core points as Eps-Neighbour, say r. By above, we show 
that there must be a point qe R such that distance(r, q) <2x Eps (Eps in most 
cases), and distance�]), r) < 2 x Eps. So we can say that distance{p, q)<4x Eps 
where q e R li p ^ R. • 
Lemma 1 If a point p € 5i is not selected into then there must be a point 
that is selected into S^ such that distanceij), q) < 2 x Eps 
Proof 
In Condition 2 in the proof of the Theorem 4, there will be two cases: (1) 
P is selected in S2. or (2) p is not selected and there is a point q selected in S2 
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where distance{p, q) < Eps. 
For case (1), in Condition 3’ there will be two cases as well: (1-1) p is selected 
in S3 or (1-2) p is not selected and there is a point q selected in S3 where 
distance{p, q) < Eps. 
For case (2), in Condition 3, there will be two cases: (2-1) q is selected in S3 
such that distance{p, q) < Eps or (2-2) q is not selected and there is a point r is 
selected in S3 where distance(q,r) < Eps. That is, distance(p,r) < 2 x Eps. 
If p is a core point, the case (2-2) is very rare since point p has a number of 
Eps-Neighbour. It is very unlikely that all its Eps-Neighbour are not selected 
into S3. As a result, in most of cases there will be a point q e Si which is selected 
into S3 such that distance{p, q) < Eps for every core point p. 
The above theorem demonstrated the worst case of the quality of R. By 
experiment we found that the shape of clusters found by Distributed DBSCAN 
is very similar to that found by DBSCAN. The result are shown in Figure 4.8 to 
figure 4.12. 
4.3 Experiment 
For evaluating the correctness of the distributed algorithm, we use 2D data for 
the experiment. The data set is divided into two categories. One is generated 
randomly in the same way as described in the previous section. The standard 
deviation of every cluster is 0.01. For the other category, we import several im-
ages to generate clusters in the shapes of the images and then adding additional 
noise. Figure 4.3 shows the images that used to generated irregular shape clus-
ters. These are used for evaluating the goodness of the algorithm for clusters 
of highly irregular shapes. We distribute the data points in the way that data 
points are partitioned into several small regions. Data points from the same 
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Figure 4.3: Image to generate irregular shape clusters 
small region are distributed in a single participant that is selected randomly. In 
such way one cannot deduce the original cluster shape with only the data set at 
a single participant. Table 3 shows the attributes of the source data. Dataset 
5 1 - 3 are datasets in spherical shapes and Dataset U - 5 are of irregular shape. 
The number of data points varies from 10,000 to 60,000. 
We have carried out our experiments in this section on a Sun Ultra 5/270 
with 128MB running Solaris 2.6. Our programs are written in GNU C + + . In 
the experiments, the value of Eps is set to 0.02 and MinPts is 40 for all dataset 
except t l . For dataset t l , the Eps is set to 0.4 and MinPts is 10’ since is it not 
as dense as other dataset. The work in [6] has suggested an way to determine a 
suitable value for Eps and that setting different MinPts values usually does not 
affect the performance very much. 
There is a simple indexing method using in the experimental. Since the data 
IS only two dimensional, it is not necessary to use complex tree structure such 
as R-Tree. We partition the data points into 100 grids. When there is a regional 
query, it scans the all data points inside the grids that are covered by the query. 
We see that Distributed DBSCAN is able to construct clusters that have 
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~Number of Number of Data Size noise 
Participants Clusters 
si 3 ^ lOMo 
s2 4 60 9919 15% 
5 60 20000 30% 
tl 3 4 1 7 ^ 
4 4 39417 20% 
4 5 27060 20% 
4 4 61713 20% 
t5 4 j 7 53640 20% 
Table 4.1: Datasets 
Communication cost Single Machine Distributed 
(Time in s) (Time in s) 
I I ^ iW 
2364 5.56 0.91 
^ IM 
t l m 4 4： ^ 
12902 72.82 7.30 
9602 40.90 4.33 
t4 20146 121.24 12.00 
16010 115.14 10.85 
Table 4.2: Communication Cost and Execution Time 
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Figure 4.4: Execution Time 
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Figure 4.7: Communication Cost Ratio Distributed Algorithm vs DBSCAN 
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almost identical to the original clusters, the results are as good as the results of 
DBSCAN in all datasets. Figure 4.8 to Figure 4.12 show the samples used in the 
experiment. In each of the five cases, there are four participants. In each figure, 
the top four pictures are labeled "Distributed Dataset i", 1 leq i leq 4. They show 
the data distribution at the four participants. The bottom two pictures show the 
results from DBSCAN and the distributed DBSCAN. We have examined many 
other similar pictures for all the datasets and found equally good quality in all 
cases. 
The experimental result is shown in Table 4. In the table the label "Single 
Machine" refers to the execution of the original DBSCAN method on a single 
machine. As in previous experiments, the communication cost is measured in 
terms of the total number of floating point numbers that are transmitted. On 
the average, the communication cost is only 13% of the data size. This shows 
that the Distributed DBSCAN is able to save on the communication cost without 
loss of the cluster quality. 
For the execution time measurement, we did not include any communication 
time, that is, we assume that communication takes zero time. In this way we can 
roughly compare the computation time. We can see that the time performance 
is greatly improved as compared to the original DBSCAN method. For the case 
where data is distributed at four participants, the execution time is only about 
one tenth of that of the original DBSCAN. This shows that the proposed idea of 
representative points in the distributed DBSCAN method can be used in a single 
machine environment for performance gain over the original DBSCAN method. 
Remark 
In this experiment, we use the indexing structure of time complexity of N instead 
of R-tree of R*-tree that having the time complexity of log(N). It may casue bias 
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Figure 4.8: Example of the DDBSCAN (1) 
about the comparision bewteen DBSCAN and distributed DBSCAN. 
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Chapter 5 
Document Clustering 
In this section we will show how to use distributed K-means clustering algorithm 
for the document clustering. Since the number of dimensions of the feature vec-
tors is very large(the dimension is over 10,000 in our experiment), it is difficult to 
apply it on the Distributed Grid K-Means and Distributed DBSCAN. As a result 
we use the Distributed K-Means clustering for the distributed document cluster-
ing. It is shown [19] that the K-Means clustering is a more efficient algorithm 
than hierarchical clustering algorithm in document clustering. 
The assumptions about the distributed environment are the same as those 
in the Chapter 3. There is one coordinator and a number of the participants 
containing document. We assumed that the term frequencies of the terms of all 
documents are already found. 
In our algorithm, we will use the TFIDF weighting and the cosine measure 
as the measurement of the document similarity. They are widely accepted mea-
surements for document clustering. The details of the TFIDF are described in 
Chapter 2. 
Definition 5.1 Term frequency (tf) of a term is the number of times of the term 
appears in a document of a document set. 
72 
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Definition 5.2 Document frequency (df) of a term is the number of documents 
that the term appears in a document set. 
5.1 Initialization 
Before we start the clustering, the coordinator should know about the terms 
in the documents of the participants as well as the document frequency of the 
terms. They are used for the calculation of the inverse document frequency 
as the following. These inverse document frequency will be broadcasted to all 
participants for the calculation of TFIDF weight (See Chapter 2, Section 2.4). 
N 
观 = ^ n J.r (5.1) 
N = total number of documents 
idfj = inverse document frequency of termj 
n = number of participants 
Idfij = the document frequent of termj in participants^ 
At the beginning of the algorithm, all the participants send all the terms 
that appear in any of their own documents with the local document frequency 
(number of the local documents in which the term appears) to the coordina-
tor. The coordinator accumulates the document frequencies used for calculating 
IDF(inverse document frequency). 
Since the number of different terms that appear in the set of documents is 
huge (over 10,000 in our experiment), any given document typically contains 
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only a small portion of them (about a few hundreds). As a result, we find that 
it is not appropriate to choose a single document as the initial seed as in the 
standard K-Means algorithm. 
We have experimented with two kinds of method to find the initial seeds. The 
first one is random partition. We partition the set of documents into equal size 
groups on every participant randomly. The size of the document partitions or 
clusters is the number of the documents in it. If we would like to find k clusters, 
we divide the documents randomly into k partitions at each participant. For 
each partition the term frequency of every term that appeared is recorded and 
submitted to the coordinator. 
The coordinator receives k partitions from every one of the n participants. 
The union of the i认 partition of every participant forms the i认 cluster. Therefore 
we will have totally k initial clusters and the size of them should be the same. 
The coordinator accumulate the term frequency to find the feature vectors of the 
clusters. These vectors serve as the initial seeds. 
The second method for finding the initial seeds is performing local clustering 
as described in Chapter 3. First we randomly partition the documents into 
equal size groups on every participant randomly, same as above. Afterward 
every participant uses its own initial seeds to perform a clustering. The result 
will be sent to the coordinator. Next the coordinator will treat the local clusters 
as individual data and apply a clustering mechanism to get k global clusters. 
The k resultant clusters are used as the initial clusters of the global clusters. 
Cluster Representative vector in terms of T F I D F 
We try to evaluate two different weightings as the cluster representative. The 
first weight is TFIDF that is commonly used. 
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L tf-
外 厂 f c S i 一 侧 (5.2) 
”kj = the 产 element of the feature vector of duster^t 
Lik = the clusteiA； in the participant^ 
Lik.tfj = the sum of local term frequency of ternij of the cluster^； in the 
participant^ 
Lik.size = the number of documents in clusteiA； in participant,-
Cluster Representative vector in terms of D F I D F 
There is one problem with the TFIDF. If a cluster consists of a few documents 
in which some of the term frequencies are very high, the TFIDF of the cluster 
may be biased according to these documents. 
As a result we also try to use a different weighting as the cluster representa-
tion. We call the second weighting DFIDF. The DF at the beginning indicates 
the document frequency of a cluster where the IDF indicates the inverse docu-
ment frequency of whole document set. 
外j = 一 錦 ( 5 . 3 ) 
”kj = the 产 element of the feature vector of duster^； 
Lik = the clusteiA： in the participant^ 
Lik-dJ) = the local document frequency of term, of the cluster^t in the participant,-
Lik-size = the number of documents in cluster^ in participant^ 
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5.2 Refinement 
Similar to Distributed K-Means, when the initial global clusters are found, the 
coordinator will broadcast the representative vectors of these initial clusters to all 
participants. At each participant, after the mean vectors are received, they will 
be used as the seeds of the local document clustering. The similarity between 
the documents and every cluster is calculated according to Equation 5.4, and 
each of the document is assigned to the most similar cluster. 
SnnUarMd,外)： >< 丄力力 >< 观 
/ E 鄉 略 X 俗 身 : [ j X i d f j Y 
Vk = feature vector of cluster^： 
”kj = the 产 element of feature vector of clusterA； 
d = A document 
d.tfj = the term frequency of teraij in document d 
The participants will accumulate the term frequency of every term that ap-
peared and the size of the newly found clusters, and submit them to the coordina-
tor. This information from participants will be accumulated at the coordinator, 
then Equation 5.2 (or Equation 5.3) is applied to find the new representative 
vector of global clusters. The refinement process is repeated until the stopping 
criteria is met. 
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5.3 Stopping criteria 
We have experimented with two kinds of stopping criteria. The first stopping 
criteria is when there is no change in the vectors of the clusters. We called this 
approach 'unlimited iteration' in the rest of this thesis. 
However, since both the time and communication are very costly with more 
iterations, it may be better if we limit the number of iterations for the clustering 
process. Therefore, we try to perform the clustering M times. At each of the M 
trials, we start at a different set of seeds that are chosen in a random manner. 
The number of iterations of each trial is limited to a small number. In such a 
trial, the stopping criteria is when the number of iteration has met the preset 
parameter. At the end we choose the best by the sum of the similarities from 
the M final results. We called this approach 'multi-trial' in this thesis. 
When the stopping criteria is met, the coordinator will broadcast the ’end of 
clustering' message and the clustering is stopped. Otherwise the global cluster 
representative vectors will be broadcasted again and the refinement process above 
is repeated. 
5.4 Message 
Since not every term appears in every participant. It will be a waste of com-
munication if we send the non-related term frequencies to the participants. At 
the initial phase, the participants send the terms they find to the coordina-
tor. The coordinator will use this as the index for the data entries in the re-
maining message sent to the participant. For example, if the participant pi 
has sent {apple, mango, orange} to the coordinator and participant p2 has sent 
{apple, banana} at the initialization stage, then the coordinator will send the rep-
resentative vector {apple .weighting, mangojweight, orange .weight} to pi and 
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the representative vector {apple.weighty banana .weight} to p2 in the refinement 
stage. 
5.5 Algorithm 
The pseudocode of the distributed algorithm of both the coordinator and the 
participants are shown below. We list the algorithm of the random partition for 
initial clusters first. The details of the computation are not shown here. Please 
refer to the previous section if needed. 
Symbols Definition 
K number of clusters 
n number of participants 
ti The terrrij 
Idfij the local document frequency of 产 term in the participant^ 
idfj the inverse document frequency of terrrij 
Lik the cluster^t in the participant i 
Lik.size the number of documents inside cluster^； in the participant i 
Ljk-tfj the local term frequency of ternij of the cluster^ in the participant^ 
G.v the set of feature vectors of the global clusters 
Gi.v the set of feature vectors of the global clusters used to broadcast to participant^-
Li.v the set of feature vectors of the local clusters in participant^ 
Algorithm 5.1 : coordinator_doc_kmean 
1 wait until terms and their document frequencies are received from all participants 
2 find idfj for all terms 
3 filter idfj are send to all participant^ 
4 
5 wait until Lik.size, Li^.tfj are received from all participants 
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6 compute NewG.v (by Equation 5.2 or 5.3) 
7 
8 do 
9 G.v = NewG.v 
10 for all participants 
11 find Gi.v by filtering G.v 
12 send Gi.v to participant^ 
13 end 
14 wait until all participants send back Lik.size, Lik.tfj for all i j 
15 for all clusters k 
16 compute NewGk.v (by Equation 5.2 or 5.3) 
17 end 
18 until all Gi.m ^ NewGi 
19 sent end of clustering to all machines 
Algorithm 5.2 : locaLdoc_kmean( at participant machine i ) 
1 Find all terms with their document frequency inside the database, send them to 
coordinator 
2 receive idfj from coordinator 
3 
4 Divide all documents into n partition Lik at equal size for 1 < A; < K 
5 find and send Lik.size, Li^.tfj to coordinator 
6 
7 wait for message msg from coordinator 
8 while {msg + end of clustering} 
9 clear all documents in Li 
10 Li.v = Gi.v from msg 
11 for each document d 
12 find the cluster Lik most similar to d 
13 assign d to cluster Lik 
14 end 
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15 
16 for all Lik 
17 find and send Lik.size’ Lik.tfj to coordinator 
18 end 
19 wait for message msg from coordinator 
20 end while 
The follow shows the document clustering algorithm having the local cluster-
ing for the initial clusters. 
Algorithm 5.3 : coordinator_doc_kmean�c 
1 wait until terms and their document frequenies are received from all participants 
2 find idfj for all terms 
3 filtering idfj for sending to all participant^ 
4 
5 wait until Lik.size, Lik.tfj are received from all participants 
6 compute NewG.v (by Equation 5.2 or 5.3) 
7 
8 do 
9 G = NewG 
10 for all Lik 
11 find the cluster NewGi most similar to Lik 
12 assign Lik to cluster NewGi 
13 end 
14 compute all NewGi by the partition assigned to them 
15 until all Gi.m k NewGi 
16 
17 do 
18 G.v = NewG.v 
19 for all participants 
20 find Gi.v by filtering G.v 
21 send Gi.v to participant^ 
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22 end 
23 wait until all participants send back Lik.size, Lik.tfj for all i j 
24 compute all clusters NewGk (by Equation 5.2 or 5.3) 
25 until all Gi.m « NewGi 
26 sent end of clustering to all machines 
Algorithm 5.4 : local_doc_kmeanJc( at participant machine i ) 
1 Find all terms with their document frequency inside the database, send them to 
coordinator 
2 receive idfj from coordinator 
3 
4 Divide all documents into n partition Lik of equal size for 1 < A; < K 
5 find NewLik.size, New Lik.tfj 
6 
7 do 
8 L = NewL 
9 for each document d 
10 find the cluster Lik most similar to d 
11 assign d to cluster Lik 
12 end 
13 compute all Lik 
14 end 
15 until all Lik.m ^ NewGik 
16 while 
17 
18 wait for message msg from coordinator 
19 while {msg + end of clustering} 
20 clear all documents in Li 
21 Li.v = Gi.v from msg 
22 for each document d 
23 find the cluster Lik most similar to d 
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24 assign d to cluster Lik 
25 end 
26 
27 for A; = 1 to K 
28 find and send Lik.size, Lik-tfj to coordinator 
29 end 
30 wait for message msg from coordinator 
31 end while 
5.6 Experiment 
We have evaluated the distributed algorithm with the performance on compu-
tation time, communication cost and the clustering result quality. For the two 
initialization approaches and two refinement approaches mentioned before, we 
would like to investigate which is better. We would also like to evaluate whether 
TFIDF or DFIDF is the better representations of the clusters in document clus-
tering. 
5.6.1 Data Source and Experimental Setup 
We extract some of the documents from the TREC-5 document set for experi-
ment. These documents are articles from the LA-Times in the format of SGML 
� with information about authors, dates, sections, etc. Table 5.1 is one of the 
documents from the TREC-5 dataset. 
We only extract the terms from the titles and main contents for the clus-
tering. We remove the stop words and count all the term frequencies as the 
pre-processing of the clustering that are not included in the measurement of the 
processing time. There is no stemming used in our experiment. 
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< D O C > 
< D O C N O > LA052390-0012 < / D O C N O > 
< D O C I D > 222812 < / D O C I D > 
< D A T E > 
< P > 
May 23, 1990, Wednesday, Ventura County Edition 
< / P > 
< / D A T E > 
< S E C T I O N > 
< P > 
Metro; Part B; Page 3; Column 2 
< / P > 
< / S E C T I O N > 
< L E N G T H > 
< P > 
93 words 
< / P > 
< / L E N G T H > 
< H E A D L I N E > 
< P > 
V E N T U R A C O U N T Y N E W S ROUNDUP： O X N A R D ; 
< / P > 
< P > 
F O R U M ON ALCOHOL, DRUGS SCHEDULED 
< / P > 
< / H E A D L I N E > 
< B Y L I N E > 
< P > 
By P E G G Y Y . LEE 
< / P > 
< / B Y L I N E > 
< T E X T > 
< P > 
County Supervisor John K. Flynn will hold a public forum about alcohol and 
drug-related problems at 7 tonight in Oxnard. 
< / P > 
< P > 
" I wanted to contact the community through this forum and see what the needs 
are," Flynn said. " I think too often we start off on these programs without 
contacting the community first." 
< / P > 
< P > 
The county Department of Alcohol and Drug Programs, which is sponsoring the 
forum, will use the feedback about its services to improve them, Flynn said. 
< / P > 
< P > 
The forum will be at the South Oxnard Community Center, 200 E. Bard Road P E G G Y 
Y . LEE 
< / P > 
< / T E X T > 
< T Y P E > 
< P > 
Column; Brief 
< / P > 
< / T Y P E > 
< / D O C > 
Table 5.1: Sample of document from TREC-5 
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Number of Document Data Size Number of Different Terms 
Dataset 1 8705 9780105 55000 
Dataset2 8705 9623193 53846 
Datasets 8705 9994909 55082 
Dataset4 8705 9931319 54903 
Table 5.2: Dataset for document clustering 
To evaluate the correctness of the clustering, we use the section tags as the 
classification of the original categories of the documents. We have chosen six most 
popular sections among these documents. They are Entertainment, Financial, 
Foreign, Metro, National and Sports. 
We have evaluated four datasets of documents without any overlapping of 
articles. Each dataset consists of about 8,700 documents. Table 5.2 shows the 
number of documents, data size and the number of different terms that are in 
the four datasets. 
We have carried out our experiments on a Sun Ultra 5/270 with 128MB run-
ning Solaris 2.6. Our programs are written in Java 2 Standard Edition build 
1.3.0. There are five participants at all experiments. All documents are dis-
tributed to every participant randomly and each participant has equal number 
of the documents. 
5.6.2 Data Size 
We use the pre-processed term frequencies of a document for the data size. For 
example, if there is a document consists of 'apple' 3 times and 'orange' 10 times, 
the data size of this document is 5 (length of apple) + 1 (TF of apple) + 6 
(length of orange) + 1 (TF of orange) = 13. 
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5.6.3 Evaluation Metrics 
We measure the precision and recall of the clustering results by the original 
section categories of the documents as the evaluation metrics. The calculations 
of the precision and the recall are as the following: 
n . . Number of relevant document retrieved 
rrecision = ~— — 
Total number of document retrieved 
n ,, Number of relevant document retrieved 
Hecall = ~— 
Total number of relevant document 
Table 5.3 shows one of the clustering results. The rows of the table show 
the documents that are assigned to the clusters. The columns of the table show 
the original sections that the documents belong to. In this example, Cluster 1 
consists of 1110 documents of section Entertainment, 25 documents of section 
Financial, 7 documents of section Foreign, 89 documents of section Metro, 41 
documents of section National and 18 documents of section Sports. 
We assume that the clusters are supposed to contain the documents of the 
section with the largest number of documents retrieved. For this example, Clus-
ter 1 is supposed to contain the documents of section Entertainment. As a result, 
the precision of the clustering 1 is n i o+25+ :+4 i+ i8 = 0.86. The recall of the 
section Entertainment is nio+58+ioU+8+i8 = 0.89. 
5.6.4 Experimental Result 
By an evaluation of the clustering result quality, we would like to investigate the 
following three problems: first we want to know whether using local clustering 
technique to find initial seeds will contribute to better result quality or shorten 
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Entertainment Financial Foreign Metro National Sports 
Cluster 1 m o ^ 7 89 41 18 
Cluster 2 58 94 30 286 505 27 
Cluster 3 10 24 975 71 110 2 
Cluster 4 46 67 213 600 523 64 
Cluster 5 8 6 4 12 10 1117 
Cluster 6 18 n 47 61 17 
Table 5.3: A sample of the clustering result 
Precision Recall Iter Time (msy~ 
Dataset 1 (Multi-Trial) 1 5 ^ 280800 
Dataset 1 (Non-Limited) 0.66 0.64 22.00 345683 
Dataset2 (Multi-Trial) 0.67 0.63 15.00 277145 
Dataset2 (Non-Limited) 0.73 0.70 22.33 345932 
Datasets (Multi-Trial) 0.65 0.63 15.00 286363 
Datasets (Non-Limited) 0.72 0.70 25.33 405054 
Dataset4 (Multi-Trial) 0.67 0.68 15.00 284711 
Dataset4 (Non-Limited) 0.71 0.68 25.67 408479 
Average 0.71 0.72 21.00 348814 
Table 5.4: Clustering result (Random Seeds/TFIDF) 
the processing time. Second, we have two approaches for the stopping criteria. 
For the multi-trial approach, we have limited iteration of each trial to 5. We have 
three trials of clustering with different seeds and select the best result. Lastly 
we would evaluate two representations for the clusters. One is the average term 
frequency (TFIDF) of the clusters and the other one is the average document 
frequency (DFIDF) of the clusters. 
For each case, we repeat the experiment three times and take the average 
value as the result. Table 5.4 shows the result of using random initial seeds 
using TFIDF as cluster representive. Table 5.5 shows the result of using random 
initial seeds using DFIDF as cluster representive. Table 5.6 shows the result of 
using local clustering initial seeds using TFIDF as cluster representive. For the 
execution time measurement, we did not include any communication time, that 
is, we assume that communication takes zero time. In this way we can roughly 
compare the computation time. 
Figure 5.1 shows the comparison of the result quality, number of iteration 
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Trecision Recall Iter Time(ms) 
Dataset 1 (Multi-Trial) Q?73 0^74 1 5 ^ ~ 2 8 2 5 7 2 
Dataset 1 (Non-Limited) 0.69 0.67 23.67 371180 
Dataset2 (Multi-Trial) 0.70 0.72 15.00 277450 
Dataset2 (Non-Limited) 0.71 0.71 25.67 393487 
Dataset3 (Multi-Trial) 0.71 0.72 15.00 285092 
DatasetS (Non-Limited) 0.73 0.74 28.33 418365 
Dataset4 (Multi-Trial) 0.71 0.70 15.00 284008 
Dataset4 (Non-Limited) 0.73 0.73 30.33 478351 
Average 0.71 0.72 21.00 348813 
Tab le 5.5: Clustering result (Random Seeds/DFIDF) 
Precision Recall Iter Time(msy" 
Dataset 1 (Multi-Trial) 1 5 . 0 0 9 7 6 3 2 1 
Dataset 1 (Non-Limited) 0.67 0.67 16.33 515000 
Dataset2 (Multi-Trial) 0.72 0.73 15.00 897395 
Dataset2 (Non-Limited) 0.72 0.69 23.00 582888 
DatasetS (Multi-Trial) 0.72 0.71 15.00 970809 
Dataset3 (Non-Limited) 0.71 0.72 15.33 606444 
Dataset4 (Non-Limited) 0.74 0.72 26.33 690967 
Average 0.71 0.70 17.63 776972 
T a b l e 5.6: Clustering result (Local Clustering Seeds/TFIDF) 
and processing time between using DFIDF or TFIDF as the representative of 
the clusters, using random initial seeds and both multi-trial and non-limited 
approaches (half of the cases are multi-trial, half are non-limited. Their average 
is taken over all cases). We can see that using DFIDF have a little advantage 
over using TFIDF. 
Figure 5.2 shows the comparison of result quality and processing time be-
tween random initial seeds and local clustering seeds, using TFIDF as the rep-
resentative of the clusters and the non-limited approaches. We observe that the 
local clustering seeds improve the result very slightly. It may not be worthwhile 
because it requires much more time to process. 
Figure 5.3 shows the comparison of result quality between multi-trial ap-
proach and non-limited approach using the random initial seeds and both TFIDF 
and DFIDF (half of the cases are TFIDF, half are DFIDF. Their average is taken 
over all cases). It shows that their result qualities are very similar. The multi-
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Figure 5.1: Comparison bewteen DFIDF and TFIDF as cluster representative 
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Figure 5.2: Comparison bewteen random initial seeds and local clustering seeds 
trial approach costs less time and this can be expected since the number of 
iteration is fixed. 
Table 5.3 shows one of the clustering result. In this case, we can see that 
the clustering fails to distinguish the categories Metro and National. The reason 
is that the contents of articles from Metro and National should quite likely be 
similar. Thus a clusters that contains documents from one of these categories 
usually contains documents from another (e.g. Clusters 2 and 4). On the other 
hand, Since Entertainment, Financial and Sports have more specific contents, 
the clustering result of these articles are much better. This phenomenon occurs 
at the other result as well. 
For this reason we combine Metro and National into a single category and 
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Figure 5.3: Comparison bewteen multi-trial approach and non-limited approach 
Precision Recall Iter Time(ms) 
Dataset 1 (Multi-Trial) 0 ? ^ 15.00 244229 
Dataset 1 (Non-Limited) 0.81 0 .83 24.33 370682 
Dataset2 (Multi-Trial) 0 .76 0.81 15.00 238923 
Dataset2 (Non-Limited) 0 .77 0.79 20.67 312448 
Datasets (Multi-Trial) 0 .77 0.79 15.00 246735 
Datasets (Non-Limited) 0 .83 0.84 30.67 466797 
Dataset4 (Multi-Trial) 0.75 0 .80 15.00 245729 
Dataset4 (Non-Limited) 0.79 0.81 24.00 372213 
Average 0.78 0.81 19.96 312220 
Tab le 5.7: Clustering result (Random Seeds/TFIDF) 
carry out the experiments again using the same datasets and cases. 
Combining Metro and National Categories 
The results are listed at Table 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9. 
We find that the average value of both the precision and recall increase from 
� 0.70 to 0.79. Figure 5.4 shows the comparison of the result quality and processing 
time between using DFIDF or TFIDF as the representative of the clusters, using 
random initial seeds and both multi-trial and non-limited approaches (half of 
the cases are multi-trial, half are non-limited. Their average is taken over all 
cases). Figure 5.5 shows the comparison of result quality and processing time 
between random initial seeds and local clustering seeds, using TFIDF as the 
representative of the clusters and the non-limited approaches. Figure 5.6 shows 
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Precision Recall Iter Time(ms) 
Dataset 1 (Multi-Trial) ^ 1 5 ^ ~ 2 4 4 5 1 2 
Dataset 1 (Non-Limited) 0.79 0.73 23.00 351059 
Dataset2 (Multi-Trial) 0.81 0.79 15.00 242333 
Dataset2 (Non-Limited) 0.82 0.75 24.67 368964 
DatasetS (Multi-Trial) 0.81 0.77 15.00 235884 
Dataset3 (Non-Limited) 0.83 0.74 19.33 301773 
Dataset4 (Multi-Trial) 0.82 0.81 15.00 235884 
Dataset4 (Non-Limited) 0.81 0.70 27.67 426018 
Average 0.82 0.76 19.33 300803 
Table 5.8: Clustering result (Random Seeds/DFIDF) 
Precision Recall Iter Time(ms) 
Dataset 1 (Multi-Trial) OJA 1 5 ^ ~ 6 3 0 0 7 2 
Dataset 1 (Non-Limited) 0.74 0.75 17.33 414569 
Dataset2 (Multi-Trial) 0.76 0.81 15.00 580388 
Dataset2 (Non-Limited) 0.77 0.79 22.67 4645^4 
DatasetS (Multi-Trial) 0.77 0.79 15.00 627298 
DatasetS (Non-Limited) 0.83 0.84 20.33 463537 
Dataset4 (Multi-Trial) 0.75 0.80 15.00 613436 
Dataset4 (Non-Limited) 0.79 0.81 32.33 631111 
Average 0.77 0.79 19.08 553126 
Table 5.9: Clustering result (Local Clustering Seeds/TFIDF) 
the comparison of result quality between multi-trial approach and non-limited 
approach using the random initial seeds and both TFIDF and DFIDF (half of 
the cases are TFIDF, half are DFIDF. Their average is taken over all cases). 
In this experiment, the random initial seeds outperforms the local clustering 
seeds. This suggests that using local clustering for finding initial seeds is not 
necessary for the document clustering. On the other hand, when using DFIDF as 
cluster representation, we get a higher value precision value. However, the recall 
value is lower than the case using TFIDF as representation. Finally, similar to 
the previous experiment, the Multi-Trial Approach and Non-Limited Approach 
give very similar result. 
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Distributed Single 
Dataset 1 (Multi-Trial) 282572 1271886 
Dataset 1 (Non-Limited) 371180 1624948 
Dataset2 (Multi-Trial) 277450 1241009 
Dataset2 (Non-Limited) 393487 1705290 
Datasets (Multi-Trial) 285092 1293320 
Datasets (Non-Limited) 418365 1413502 
Dataset4 (Multi-Trial) 284008 1278772 
Dataset4 (Non-Limited) 478351 1970313 
Average " § 4 8 8 1 3 1474880 
Table 5.10: Processing Time of Distributed and Centralized algorithm 
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Figure 5.7: Processing Time of Distributed and Centralized algorithm 
Processing Time Comparing to Centralized Algorithm 
Table 5.10 and Figure 5.7 show the processing time comparison between the dis-
tributed algorithm and the centralized algorithm, in the case of random initial 
seeds and using DFIDF as the cluster representation. We can see that the dis-
tributed algorithm takes advantage of parallel processing. It only requires about 
\ processing time of centralized algorithm. 
Communication cost 
In the previous section, we find that the Multi-Trial Approach gets a similar 
result quality as the Non-Limited Approach with less processing time. Thus 
we use the Multi-Trial Approach to evaluate the communication cost of the 
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#Cluster Com. Cost Data Size C o m . C o s t / D a t a Size 
Dataset 1 (First Experiment) 6.00 11229941 9780105 O s 
Dataset2 (First Experiment) 6 .00 10999527 9623193 1.14 
Datasets (First Experiment) 6 .00 11254012 9994909 1.13 
Dataset4 (First Experiment) 6.00 11219534 9931319 1.13 
Dataset 1 (Metro-National Combined) 5.00 8250000 9780105 0.84 
Dataset2 (Metro-National Combined) 5.00 8076900 9623193 0.84 
Datasets (Metro-National Combined) 5.00 8262300 9994909 0 .83 
Dataset4 (Metro-National Combined) 5.00 8235450 9931319 0.83 
Table 5.11: Clustering result (Local Clustering Seeds/TFIDF) 
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Figure 5.8: Comparison bewteen the communication cost and the data size 
(MN*:Metro-National combined) 
distributed document clustering. 
Since the number of iterations is fixed by the Multi-Trial Approach, the com-
munication cost will be the same with all the cases given the same dataset and 
number of clusters. Table 5.11 and Figure 5.8 shows the communication cost 
compared to the data size (including terms and their term frequencies of each 
document only, not the size of original document). 
By the experiment, we see that the communication cost size and the data 
size are close, it shows that our distributed document clustering cannot save a 
lot of communication cost over a centralized approach. In the cases of large 
number of documents and small number of clusters, the algorithm will save lots 
of communication cost. However, in some cases the communication cost will be 
greater than the data size. 
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5.6.5 Comparison to Other Algorithms 
The distributed document clustering algorithm described in this chapter is based 
on the K-Means document clustering that is commonly used. The result of 
distributed algorithm does not vary from the original (centralized) algorithm, and 
we have showed the performance difference between the distributed algorithm 
and the original (centralized) algorithm. 
There are already a number of research works comparing the k-Means doc-
ument clustering algorithm to other document algorithms. In [19], the authors 
compare the k-Means techniques with agglomerative hierarchical techniques in 
document clustering. They use the TREC as part of their dataset. In their 
experiment the k-Means techniques outperform the agglomerative hierarchical 
techniques in the result quality. Since the result qualities are not affected by 
the distributed versions, the distributed k-Means algorithms will also have such 
advantages. 
5.6.6 Conclusion 
By the experiment we have following conclusion: (1) Using local clustering for 
finding the initial seeds is not necessary in the document distributed clustering. 
(2) Using multi-trial approach will generate similar result quality compared to 
non-limited approach, but the process time and communication cost is less. (3) 
Using Document Frequency (DFIDF) as cluster representation is slight better 
than using Term Frequency (TFIDF). 
Some modifications or enhancements are required to our algorithm for the 
purpose of saving communication cost. However, our algorithm still benefits 
from the parallel processing of clustering. 
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5.7 Future Work 
Since the number of terms that appear in the document is very large, so the com-
munication cost of the clustering is very large due to the need to broadcast the 
representation vectors of the clusters that are the TDIDF weighting of the terms. 
An efficient way to tackle this problem is that we group the words with similar 
meaning by some linguistic reference like treating similar terms with different 
engings as a single term. For example, 'efficient', 'efficiency' and 'efficiently' will 
be treated identical. 
We can combine the word clustering techniques with our algorithm besides 
using linguistic reference. For example, if we find that the terms 'camera' and 
'photography' usually appear together, then we can treated them as identical 
terms. 
These techniques may affect the quality of the clustering. However, it may 
help to shorten the representation vector and reduce the communication cost 
greatly. 
Chapter 6 
Agent and Implementation 
Details 
6.1 Agent Introduction 
Agent is an important new concept in recent research, and it starts to attract 
the focus of the IT industry. The definition of an agent may be very broad, yet 
it is usually related to the network communication and autonomy. 
Mobile agent is an interesting concept on network and software development. 
It enables the mobility of tiny programs for any specified job. Since it allows 
software agents to move between different systems and to execute various tasks 
in the process, it increases the flexibility and the compatibility in the distributed 
environment. 
Agents can perform complex tasks and they communicate or co-operate with 
each other on behalf of the users. They are capable of operating without addi-
tional user input and act independently, even if the users are disconnected, which 
makes them ideally suited for the fulfillments of automated tasks. 
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6.1.1 Reason to use Mobile Agent 
Since we focus on how to apply the clustering technique on the distributed en-
vironment, so it is very suitable to implement our system on the mobile agent 
platform. Since mobile agents can emigrates to other servers, so we are not lim-
ited to apply the clustering algorithm on the machines that already have our 
system installed, but able to apply it anywhere that has the agent platform 
installed. 
We have chosen the Grasshopper Agent Platform developed by the I K V + + 
GmbH, Germany[12]. In addition to the function of agent emigration of mobile 
agent, it has two other advantages that are suitable for our research: 1. Both 
the agent programs and the platform itself are written in Java, thus providing a 
very good platform compatibility. 2. It provides the server-client communication 
service that can be used in our clustering algorithm. 
6.1.2 Grasshopper Overview 
Grasshopper is an industry quality mobile and intelligent agent development and 
runtime platform product, which has been developed as the technical response 
to the lack of flexibility and openness of existing software technologies within to-
day's service and network infrastructures. Therefore, the Grasshopper platform 
is written in 100% pure Java and is currently the only agent platform avail-
� able which is compliant to both available international agent standards, namely 
the Object Management Group 's (OMG) Mobile Agent System Interoperability 
Facility (MASIF) and Foundation of Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) specifi-
cations. 
Furthermore, Grasshopper enables instant and transparent integration with 
distributed object platforms (i.e., CORBA, DCOM, etc.). (quoted from homepage 
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Figure 6.1: The mobile agents will migrate to available servers from the host 
of Grasshopper website) 
6.1.3 Agent Scenario 
We briefly explain the scenario of how the agents emigrate into other servers 
to perform the clustering. For the detail technical description of Grasshopper 
please refer to the Programmer's Guide of Grasshopper [1 . 
We call the machine that starts the clustering to be the host(coordinator in 
distributed algorithm). We suppose that there is no data located on the host. 
The servers are the sites that contain the data. Every server has the agent 
platform installed and are connected in the distributed environment. 
Figure 6.1 shows the setup phase of the scenario. The host creates agents 
for every server and sends the agents to the servers, one agent for one server. 
After the agents have emigrated, they will performs the clustering steps that are 
described in the previous chapters, acting as the participants. 
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Figure 6.2: Mobile Agents used for the Worldwide Agent Clustering 
When the clustering is finished, the host will send a message to all agents to 
ask them to terminated themselves. 
6.1.4 Another Agent Scenario 
In this scenario we take advantage of mobile agents in the cases where the data 
is distributed at different countries. 
Suppose the required data is located at several sites including U.S., U.K., 
Germany and Japan. Some of the sites haven't installed the agent platform. In 
this case, we need to find some agent platforms that are available at the above 
countries, at least one platform for one country. 
At the first step we send mobile agents to these platform (Figure 6.2). The 
agents will first collect data that is located at the local countries, and then start 
clustering using the distributed algorithm. Since the connection speed is much 
faster at local than international region, using agent platforms to collect data is 
much faster than collecting data by the host. Our distributed algorithms require 
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a small amount of messaging and is a solution for the slow transmit rate for long 
distance communication for the clustering problem. 
6.2 Implementation Details 
In the following we will described the implementation details of the project. 
6.2.1 Distributed A>Means 
The distributed A;-Means algorithm is implemented by the Grasshopper mobile 
agent platform version 2.0 using Java language. We use the Sparc Ultra-5 ma-
chines on Solaris 5.6 as the development and execution platform. 
Data Structure 
D a t a Po ints are represented by an array. The data set is represented by a two 
dimensional array. M e a n s o f c lusters have the same data structure as data 
points, they are represented by the arrays. 
Modular Design 
In this program we have four classes. The class agentHost is the main program 
of the distributed k-means algorithm. It must be executed on the Grasshopper 
agent platform. The Outgoing Agent is the class of the mobile agent that is 
supposed to be immigrated to participants and execute on them. There must 
be an interface I Outgoing Agent with OutgoingAgent for the use of Grasshopper. 
The class Clusters represents the k clusters found by the /c-Means algorithm. 
The class WeightedDataset is used to store the data which can be weighted. 
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Variable Description 
Object serverGroup Instance of agents group using server-client model 
for communication. 
int numberOfServers number of the participants(agents) 
Agentlnfo serverlnfosf] the information of the agents 
String id[] the ID of the agents 
double threshold threshold to determine if the clusters not changed 
int num.agent number of the agents 
int num.clus number of clusters 
int dimension number of dimension 
Clusters old, result the new, old clusters in the refinement 
long timer used to record execution time 
WeightedPataset tmp.data used for find the initial cluster 
Methods Description 一 
void init(Object[] creationArgs) agent specified method, execute when agent created 
public void onRemovef) agent specified method, execute when agent removed 
String getName() agent specified method, execute when agent's name is asked 
public void live() agent specified method, execute when agent is running, 
the main program of the algorithm 
Table 6.1: States and Methods of the class agent Host 
Table 6.1 to Table 6.4 show the states and methods for those classes. 
Control Flow 
Figure 6.3 shows the control flow of the program. At the beginning it creates and 
sends the agents to the participants. Next it asks the agents to find local clusters 
and to return the cluster centroids and weights to the coordinator. The global 
initial clusters are found by using weighted /c-Means on the received local clusters. 
Next there is a looping in the execution. The coordinator asks the participants to 
do the refinement, using the centroids sent by the coordinator. The coordinator 
waits until all the participants send back the result of the refinement. New 
centroids are accumulated by the received result. The looping is repeated until 
the new centroids are found to be the same as the old centroids. At last the 
coordinator sends messages to ask the agents to terminate themselves. 
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Variable Description 
public double pointfijfj] the 产 dimension of the vector of 
ith cluster 
public int weightfi] the weight of the Hh clusters 
public int dimension the number of the dimension 
public int no-clus the number of the clusters 
Method Description 
public void add(double input[]，int amount) add one cluster 
public void print() print the clusters in the screen 
public double dist(double ptl[], double pt2[�) calculate the distance between two points 
public int nearestfdouble pt[]) find the nearest clusters from the given point 
public boolean checkFinish(Clusters old, check whether when change of the clusters is 
double threshold) under the threshold 
public void updatefClusters input) update the clusters with input one 
public void writeFile(String filename) write the clusters into file 
Table 6.2: Methods of the class Clusters 
Variable Description 
public double point[i][j] the ^th dimension of the vector of *th data point 
public int weightfi] the weight of the 'th data point 
public int dimension the number of the dimension 
public int amount the amount of data 
public Clusters currentClus the clustering result from the data 
Methods Description 
public void init(int a, int d) initialization with number of data points 
and dimension 
public void addPoint(double new^pointf]) add a new data point 
public void readfile(String name) read data file 
public Clusters initCluster(int no-clu$ter) generate the initial seeds randomly 
public void setClusters(Clusters input) set the clusters 
public Clusters oneIt€r() proceed refinement for one iteration 
public Clusters kmean$(int no-clus, double threshold) proceed the k-means clustering with own data 
Table 6.3: Methods of the class WeightedDataset 
Variable Description 
int no-clu$ number of clusters 
double threshold threshold to determine if the clusters not changed 
WeightedDataset datal dataset in participant 
public String location participant address on network 
‘ String filename dataset filename 
Methods Description 
public void go() agent specified function that will be invoked 
when trying for immigrate 
public Object initCluster(double threshold) find the ininial clusters 
public Object oneStep(double•口 inputClus) refinement for one iteration 
public Object cr it (double•口 inputClus) find the distance criterion 
public void kill() kill the agent 
public String Id() return the agent ID 
public Integer init^daQ return data access for initialization 
Table 6A: Methods of the class OutgoingAgent 
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F i g u r e 6.3: The control flow Diagram of the distributed A;-Means 
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6.2.2 Grid A>Means 
Same as the distributed /c-Means, the Grid /c-Means is implemented by the 
Grasshopper agent platform using Java. We describe the details of the imple-
mentation in the following. 
Data Structure 
Similar to distributed A;-Means, each data Point or mean of cluster is repre-
sented by an array. The data set is represented by the two dimensional array. 
However, since the number of the grids will be changing during the clustering 
process, a linked list is used instead of array to store grids. We use a linked list 
of integers to record the id's of the grids that are selected. 
Modular Design 
There are six classes for the program. The class gridHost is the main program 
that must be executed in the Grasshopper platform. The class GridAgent is 
the part of mobile agent that is sent to the participants. The class GridPool 
represents the whole grids structure, containing a linked list constructed by class 
GridCell which represents a single grid. The classes IntList and IntListHead 
construct a linked list that store integer numbers. 
Table 6.5 to Table 6.11 shows the states and methods for those classes. 
Control Flow 
Figure 6.4 shows the control flow of the program. At the beginning it creates 
and sends the agents to the participants. Next, it sends the number of grids 
of decomposition to the participants, and the participants send back the mean 
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Variable Description 
Object server Group Instance of agents group using server-client model for 
communication. 
int number Of Servers number of the participants(agents) 
Agentlnfo serverInJos[] the information of the agents 
String id[] the ID of the agents 
double threshold threshold to determine if the clusters not changed 
i^t num^agent number of the agents 
int num.clus number of clusters 
in亡 dimension number of dimension 
Clusters oldl, old2，result the new, old clusters in the refinement 
long timer used to record execution time 
GridPoolHost datapool grids structure 
MulticastResult mcResult used for agent send-back message 
double ret.gridf] used for buffer 
Buffered Writer output output file pointer 
IntListHead decplist list to grids of InBorder 
i^t decpary[] array of ids of grids of InBorder 
Methods | Description 
textitvoid init(Objec(;口 creationArgs) agent specified method, execute when agent created 
public void onRemove() agent specified method, execute when agent removed 
String getName() agent specified method, execute when agent's name is asked 
public void live() agent specified method, execute when agent is running, 
the main program of the algorithm 
Table 6.5: States and Methods of the class gridHost 
Variable | Description 
ini no-clus number of clusters 
dimension number of dimension 
double threshold threshold to determine whether the 
clusters changed 
GridPool data grid structure in pariticipant 
public String location agent address in network 
String filename | data file filename 
Methods | Description — 
public void init(Object[] creationArgs) initiailzation 
public String getName() return agent's name 
public void go() execute in immigration 
public void read() read data file 
public Object decompo$e(int factor，int size, int inJd[]) decompose grids 
public void live() execute when invoke 
public String Id() return agent's id 
public void kill() terminate agent 
Table 6.6: States and Methods of the class GridAgent 
Variable Description 
num.data number of data inside a grid 
GridCell the next grid (or the first grid mean in GridPool) 
Table 6.7: States of Grids (parent of GridPool and GridCell) 
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Variable Description 
public int dimension number of dimension 
public int num.grid number of grids 
public double min[J minimum value of data 
public double max[] maximum value of data 
public double threshold threshold to determine whether the 
clusters changed 
static int gthreshold = 50 stop decomposition when #data less than 
the threshold 
static int DimThre use partial dimension decomposition when 
dimension greater this threshold 
static int dimSdiv number of dimension decompose when 
using partial dimension decomposition 
public int id-count used to mark id of grids 
public int data_access number of data access 
public boolean part.dim flag of using partial dimension decomposition 
GridCell end pointing to last grid 
Methods Description 
public void readfile(String name) read data file 
public void printstat() print the statistic of grids 
public void printdata() print the data inside grids 
public int first^decompose(int factor) decompose grid for first time 
public int decompose(int factor，IntListHead deJist) decompose grids of the list deJist 
public Clusters kmean(Clusters initial) apply kmean clustering using grids representative 
public Clusters initClus(int num.clus) find the initial seeds 
public IntListHead ckeckB order (Clusters clus) find grids that may be InBorder 
public void add(GridCell newCell) add a new grid 
Tab le 6.8: States and Methods of the class GridPool 
Variable Description 
public int id id of the grid 
public int dimension number of dimension 
public double min[] min border of the grid 
public double maxf] max border of the grid 
public double mean[] mean vectors of data inside the grid 
public DataPoint data start of data point 
public DataPoint data-end end of data point 
public int assigned-clus / / previous assigned cluster 
Methods Description 
public int decompose (int factor，Grid prev, GridPool pool) decompose itselt 
public void decomposer(int factor, IntList list, Grid prev, decompose grids recursively 
GridPool pool) 
public void add(double new^dataf]) add a new data point 
public void statr() print the statistic recursively 
public boolean border (Clusters clus) check if itself InBorder 
public doublef] maxdistpt(double pt[]) used for find the MaxDist 
public double[] mindistpt(double pt[]) used for find the MinDist 
T a b l e 6.9: States and Methods of the class GridCell 
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Variable Description 一 
num the number storage 
Tiext point to next IntList 
Methods I Description 
o>dd add a new node 
print print the number storage node 
Table 6. 10: States and Methods of the class IntList 
Variable Description 
num the number of nodes of the list 
next the first node 
end the last node 
Methods Description ~ 
addltem add a new node 
printList print the number storage of the list 
to Array change the list into array 
Table 6.11: States and Methods of the class IntListHead 
vectors of data points of every grid newly created. The coordinator accumulates 
the received vectors for the representative vectors for the grids in a global view. 
k grids are picked and their representative vectors are used to be the initial 
centroids. Afterward there is a looping. The coordinator will find the grids that 
are possibly InBorder, send the ids of those grids to participants for decomposi-
tion. It waits until the participants send back the mean vectors of grids newly 
created. Then the coordinator decomposes the grids to maintain the same grid 
structure as the participants and calculates their representative vectors by the 
received vectors from participants. 
Afterward, /c-Means clustering is applied on the representative vectors of all 
grids to find the new centroids. The looping is repeated until the new centroids 
are found to be the same as the old centroids. At last the coordinator sends 
messages to ask the agents to terminate themselves. 
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F i g u r e 6.4: The control flow Diagram of the Grid /c-Means 
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Variable Description 
SetOfPoints* dataSet data points set 
PointQueue ** re suit Cluster result from participants 
PointQueue *allResult result in global 
int numClus number of clusters found 
char *filename data filename 
Table 6.12: States of the class ddbscan 
6.2.3 Distributed DBSCAN 
The Distributed DBSCAN is implemented by C + + for the experiment. We use 
the GUN G + + complier on the Solaris Unix platform. 
Data Structure 
The data points are represented by the class Point that uses an array to store 
the vector. The data set is represented by an array of the class Point. They are 
indexed by a indexing spatial structure that partition the data space into grids. 
We use a linked list to record the ids of the points that are selected. 
Modular Design 
There are six classes of the program. The class ddbscan is the main program. 
The class Agent is the part of mobile agent that is sent to the participants. The 
class SetOfPoints represents the data set in which a single data point is stored 
in class Point. The class PointQueue represents a linked list of the data points 
that uses instances of class Pointlndex as nodes. 
Table 6.12 to Table 6.17 shows the states and methods for those classes. 
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Variable Description 
int dimension nubmer of dimension 
int numPts number of data points 
Point **point array of data points 
PointQueue*** indexing linked list of data points index 
Methods Description 
SetOfPoints () constructor 
void readFile(char* filename) read data file 
PointQueue** dbs can (double Eps，int MinPts, int *numClus) peforms DBSCAN 
int expandClus(Point *pt, int numClus, double Eps，int MinPts) function of DBSCAN 
PointQueue* regionQuery(Point *pt，double range) spatial indexing query 
int regionQuery Count (Point *pt，double range) spatial indexing query 
return number of data points 
double dist(Point* ptl, Point* pt2) find distance between two points 
void print() print whole data set 
void copyFromQueue(PointQueue* queue) add points from the queue 
Table 6.13: States and Methods of the class SetOfPoints 
Variable Description 
int dimension number of dimension 
int clusid cluster id of the point belonging to 
double *value value of the point 
Methods Description 
Point (int dimensiorif double *inputVal)“ constructor 
void add(double *inputVal) add a point 
Table 6.14: States and Methods of the class Point 
Variable Description — 
Point *ptr index of the point 
Pointlndex *next next node 
Methods Description — 
PointIndex(Point* new.ptr) constructor 
PointIndex() destructor 
void add(Point* new^ptr) add a node 
Table 6.15: States and Methods of the class Pointlndex 
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Variable | Description 
int numPts number of points 




void addPt(Point* ptr) add a point index 
Point* getPt() get the first point and remove it from queue 
void setClusId(int newJd) set the cluster id of the points in queue 
void print() print the queue 
void writeFile(char* filename) write the queue to file 
PointQueue* findRep(double range) return representative in the queue 
void tryAddRep(Point* pt, double range) try to add a point as a representative point 
void addQueue(PointQueue* queue) add the incoming queue in this queue 
Table 6.16: States and Methods of the class PointQueue 
Variable Description 
char* filename " data filename 
double Eps Eps 
int MinPts MinPts 
SetOfPoints *dataset dataset 
PointQueue* allClus | result of DBSCAN 
Methods Description 
int readFile(char* file) “ read data file 
PointQueue* phasel (double Eps, int MinPts, double rep Range) performs DBSCAN and 
return representative points 
int ver(Point *pt, double input.Eps) return number of Eps-Neighbor 
PointQueue* findRep (double repRange) find representative point 
Table 6.17: States and Methods of the class Agent 
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Control Flow 
Figure 6.4 shows the control flow of the program. At the beginning it creates and 
sends the agents to the participants. Next, it asks the participants to process the 
DBSCAN and waits until all participants have replied. The participants select 
some representative points from the core points of the DBSCAN result and send 
them to the coordinator. The coordinator prunes some received representative 
points as well. 
Next the coordinator loops for every candidate point. The point will be 
broadcast to every participant and the coordinator then waits for the number 
of Eps-Neighbors. A candidate will be rejected if its total Eps-Neighbors is less 
than MinPts. Afterward the coordinator applies the DBSCAN on the candidates 
for the final result. At last the coordinator sends messages to ask the agents to 
terminate themselves. 
6.2.4 Distributed Document Clustering 
The distributed document clustering is implemented using Java. The control 
flows is similar to the distributed fc-Means except the data structure of documents 
are used instead of vectors of data points. As a result we only describe the data 
structure as the following: 
Data Structure 
In this implementation, there are three types of data structure for the feature 
vectors of documents. 
In the beginning we use a hash tree to record the terms frequencies as shown 
in Figure 6.6. The reason is that we do not know the length and the number of 
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Figure 6.5: The control flow Diagram of the Distributed DBSCAN 
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F igure 6.6: The hashtree for recording terms frequencies, in the example the 
term frequency of 'toy' is 15 
terms that will appear. 
After all the terms that appeared are found, we use an array to record the 
feature vectors of the clusters, with the size of the total number of different 
terms. For a single document, since its number of the terms is much smaller, so 
we use an array with size equal to the of number of different terms of documents, 




In this thesis we propose three new algorithms for distributed clustering. All 
of the proposed algorithms are shown to greatly reduce the communication cost 
compared to a data-redistribution approach, they demonstrate improved compu-
tation efficiency over previous methods and also can take advantages of workload 
distribution. 
The distributed /c-Means and Grid /j-Means methods follow the cluster def-
inition as in conventional /c-Means method. The distributed /c-Means share the 
workloads of the clustering to every participants and exchanges the centroids of 
the clusters in the intermediate steps. It can save up to 96% of communication 
cost and about \ processing time compared to a centralized approach in our five 
participants experiment. It is able to retrieve the same clustering result as the 
original fc-Means clustering algorithm with the same initial seeds. 
The Grid fc-Means constructs a grid structure to represent the data points 
in communication. It saves about 85% communication cost and 80% - 98% 
processing time. Grid A;-Means can actually perform much better than /c-Means 
in a non-distributed environment. We show that the clustering quality is similar 
to the original /c-Means clustering algorithm. 
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Similarly distributed DBSCAN is an enhancement of DBSCAN even for non-
distributed execution. It only requires 4% - 17% of the original processing time 
and 6% - 18% of communication cost compared to a centralized approach. 
We modify the distributed /c-Means clustering algorithm for the document 
clustering. We prove that the distributed clustering algorithm can reduce the 
processing time due to the workload distribution. 
We implement our system on the agent platform for the flexibility of the 
mobile agent. We showed that our algorithm work successfully on this platform. 
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